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PARTIES B E L O W 
Appellant Richins Drilling, Inc. ("Richins Drilling") sued Defendants Golf Ser-
vices Group, Inc. ("Golf Services"), Tuhaye, LLC ("Tuhaye"), and certain other defen-
dants who may have had an interest in Tuhaye for breach of a written contract because 
Golf Services failed to pay Richins Drilling the amounts due under the written contract. 
The case below went to trial on Richins Drilling's claim against Golf Services and Tu-
haye and judgment was entered against Richins Drilling and in favor of Golf Services and 
Tuhaye. Richins Drilling has appealed the trial court's entry of judgment. The other 
named defendants did not participate at trial and are not parties to this appeal. 
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STATEMENT 01 JURISDICTION 
This is an appeal of a final order of the Fourth Judicial District Court in a civil 
case. This Court's jurisdiction is based upon UTAH CODE ANN. § 78-2a-2(2)(j). 
ISSUES PRESENTED FOR R E V I E W 
1. Did the trial court err in its interpretation of the drilling contract between 
the parties by adding provisions and obligations not included in the actual written con-
tract between the parties? The standard of review for interpretation of written contracts is 
for correctness. See Utah Transit Authority v. Salt Lake City Southern R.R. Co., Inc., 
2006 UT App. 46, f 7, 131 P.3d 288 (stating "[w]e review questions of contract interpre-
tation as questions of law" which is reviewed for correctness). This issue was preserved 
for appeal. (R. 834, pp. 121-22, 123; R. 547-549.) 
2. Did the trial court err when it interpreted the Release of Claim signed by 
Appellees in such a manner as to not release the Appellees' claim for attorney's fees re-
lated to the settled counterclaim? The standard of review for interpretation of release is 
for correctness. See Booth v. Booth, 2006 UT App. 144, f 9, 134 P.3d 1151 (stating "We 
review the lower court's contractual interpretation of a release . . . for correctness, afford-
ing the district court no deference"). Additionally, whether attorney fees are recoverable 
"is a question of law we review for correctness." Dejavue, Inc. v. U.S. Energy Corp., 199 
UT App. 355, f 8, 993 P.2d 222. This issue was preserved for appeal. (R. 614-625; 716-
722; 779-785.) 
STATEMENT O F T H E C A S E 
NATURE OF THE CASE 
This is an appeal in a civil breach of contract case from a final order of the Fourth 
Judicial District Court of Wasatch County, Utah. Richins Drilling sued Golf Services 
and Tuhaye for breach of a time and material contract and sought to foreclose on a me-
chanics lien. (R. 1-57.) The contract provided that if Golf Services terminated the written 
contract between the parties, then Golf Services was to pay Richins Drilling all amounts 
due based on the time worked by Richins Drilling and the costs of the material used by 
Richins Drilling. Id. Golf Services and Tuhaye filed a counterclaim against Richins 
Drilling seeking recovery on numerous counterclaims, including breach of contract and 
unjust enrichment. (R. 72-85.) Golf Services' and Tuhaye's counterclaim was ultimately 
settled and Golf Services and Tuhaye signed a written release releasing all counterclaims 
and all attorney's fees relating to that counterclaim. (R. 528-530.) Richins Drilling pro-
ceeded with its claims at trial and the trial court entered judgment in favor of Golf Ser-
vices and Tuhaye and against Richins Drilling on all of Richins Drilling's claims (R. 579-
596), and awarded Defendants attorney's fees and costs in the amount of $103,614.23 (R. 
817-819). Despite the terms of the release, the trial court awarded Defendants attorney's 
fees related to the released counterclaim. (R. 796-804.) 
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COURSE OF PROCEEDINGS BELOW 
Richins Drilling's complaint was filed on September 18, 2002. (R. 1-52.) On Oc-
tober 31, 2002, Golf Services and Tuhaye filed a counterclaim. (R. 72-85.) On May 11, 
2005, Richins Drilling and Golf Services and Tuhaye settled the counterclaim and en-
tered into a release. (R. 614-615.) On May 11, 2005, the trial court dismissed Golf Ser-
vices and Tuhaye's counterclaim with prejudice with each party to bear their own costs 
and attorney's fees. (R. 528-530.) On May 16, 2005 through May 19, 2005, the trial 
court heard evidence on Richins Drilling's complaint. (R. 596.) On June 15, 2005, the 
trial court entered a ruling awarding judgment in favor of Golf Services and Tuhaye on 
all causes of action and directed Golf Services and Tuhaye to file an affidavit for attor-
ney's fees. (R. 579-596.) On May 1, 2006, after numerous hearings related to objections 
on the issue of attorney's fees, the trial court entered a ruling awarding attorney's fees to 
Golf Services and Tuhaye. (R. 796-804.) On September 18, 2006, the trial court entered 
a final order dismissing all claims of Richins Drilling and entering judgment in favor of 
Golf Services and Tuhaye in the amount of $103,614.23. (R. 817-819.) On October 18, 
2006, Richins Drilling filed its Notice of Appeal. (R. 822-823.) 
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STATEMENT OF FACTS 
I. The Trial Court's Interpretation of the Written Contract Between the Parties. 
In February 2002, Richins Drilling entered into a written contract with Golf Ser-
vices wherein Golf Services promised to pay Richins Drilling on a time and material ba-
sis for the services of Richins Drilling. (R. 593.) The need for Golf Services to hire 
Richins Drilling stemmed from Golf Services obligations to Tuhaye. Tuhaye owns prop-
erty in the Jordanelle Basin in Wasatch County, State of Utah. (R. 595.) Tuhaye con-
tracted with Golf Services to construct a golf course on the property, in conjunction with 
a residential development Tuhaye was developing. Id. Golf Services hired Richins Drill-
ing to drill a community public water well ("the well") on the Tuhaye property. Id. The 
proposed site for the well was north of the Jordanelle Reservoir. Id. This property is 
subject to the jurisdiction of the Jordanelle Special Service District ("JSSD"), a quasi-
governmental entity with authority to manage community water systems in the Jordanelle 
Basin. Id. 
In 2000, JSSD hired StanTech, an engineering firm, to prepare specifications for 
the proposed Tuhaye well. Id. These specifications were prepared anticipation of JSSD 
placing the project out for bid. Id. Van King ("Mr. King"), a hydrogeologist at Stan-
1
 Trial on Richins Drilling's claims lasted four days. Because Richins Drilling is only 
challenging the trial court's interpretation of a written contract and the interpretation of 
the release, even though Richins Drilling disputes the facts as found by the trial court and 
presented evidence to the contrary at trial, the facts as detailed herein are for the most 
part a verbatim repeat of the ruling made by the trial court and provided as a background. 
2
 A full copy of the contract can be found at R. 681 through R. 694, and is provided 
herewith as Addendum B. 
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Tech, authored these specifications. Id. Later, in 2001, Golf Services hired StanTech to 
provide engineering services in reference to the well, and three other wells on the Tuhaye 
property. Id. 
At some time prior the specifications being prepared, a business named Montgom-
ery Watson drilled a test hole in close proximity to the well-site. Id. From this test hole, 
Montgomery Watson prepared a Lithologic Log, which detailed the subsurface geology 
in 5-20 foot intervals down to 1,230 feet. Id. King incorporated this lithology log into 
the specifications for the Tuhaye well. (R. 594-595.) 
In November 2002, Marty Ostronic ("Ostronic"), Vice President of Golf Services, 
and LeeRoy Farrell ("Farrell"), a representative of Tuhaye, met with Richins Drilling at a 
drilling site in Midway. (R. 594.) Richins Drilling had been hired by the Midway Irriga-
tion Company to drill a commercial water well at that site. Id. By this time, the drilling 
of the well had become the responsibility of the Tuhaye, not JSSD. Id. 
Ostronic and Farrell inquired as to whether Richins Drilling could drill the well on 
the Tuhaye property. Id. Ostronic explained that the well would serve two purposes— 
irrigation of the golf course and public water supply. Id. Ostronic told Richins that Golf 
Services needed the well completed by the first part of May so that the golf course could 
be seeded and watered. Id. 
These parties met again on two or three occasions to discuss the project. Id. One 
of these meetings occurred at the offices of StanTech Engineering. Id. This meeting was 
attended by Richins Drilling, Ostronic, Farrell, Fred Duberow (an engineer from Stan-
Tech), and King. Id. At this meeting, Richins Drilling and Golf Services discussed dif-
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ferent methods of drilling and reached certain agreements related to the drilling of the 
welL Id. 
The specifications drafted by King for JSSD called for use of the flooded-reverse-
circulation, rotary drilling method. Id. While the specifications drafted by King were 
necessary to obtain the required state approvals, they were drafted for JSSD. (R. 593.) 
Significantly, Golf Services and Richins Drilling never incorporated these specifications 
into their contract. Id. Indeed, these original specifications were disregarded in material 
respects, including the site of the well and the drilling method ultimately agreed upon. 
Id. 
At the meeting, Richins Drilling and Golf Services agreed that Richins Drilling 
would instead use the conventional direct rotary method to drill the first 800 feet of the 
well. Id. Richins Drilling and Golf Services agreed that (1) in drilling the first 800 feet 
of the well, bentonite would be used; (2) below 800 feet in the water production zone, 
Richins Drilling would use either (a) the direct rotary method, using air or a polymer 
foam instead of bentonite to lift out the cuttings; or (b) the flooded-reverse-circulation 
method. At this meeting, Richins Drilling represented to Golf Services that they had the 
experience and the resources to use the flooded-reverse-circulation method. Id. 
Finally, at this meeting, Richins Drilling and Golf Services agreed that the well 
would be drilled in three phases. Id. First, using a 12.25 gauge packed-assembly bit, a 
pilot bore-hole would be drilled to approximately 800 feet. (R. 592-593.) This drilling 
would terminate at the lower thaynes, the target geologic formation. (R. 593.) According 
to Richins, the purpose of this initial drilling phase was to prevent "deviation" (or in other 
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words, to ensure a straighter hole). Id. Second, the pilot hole would then be expanded in 
two phases, first to 17.5 inches, and then to 26 inches. Id. A 20-inch casing would then 
be installed. Id. This casing would maintain the integrity of the hole in the first 800 feet 
(the non-production zone) while drilling proceeded into the lower thaynes. Id. Third, 
from 800 feet to what was anticipated to be 1,100 feet (the water production zone), a 
12.25 hole would be drilled, and then expanded if desired to accommodate a larger well-
screen. Id. A metal well-screen would be inserted into the hole, with gravel filter pack 
around the outside. Id. 
After the StanTech meeting and with the terms of the contract substantially agreed 
upon by the parties, Richins Drilling produced to Ostronic a form contract which would 
govern the drilling of the well (the "Contract"). (Jd.\ Addendum B.) Ostronic (for Golf 
Services) and Kerry Richins (for Richins Drilling) executed the Contract on February 2, 
2002. Id. 
Richins Drilling commenced work on March 5, 2002. (R. 590.) While Richins 
Drilling was working on the well, it encountered numerous difficulties in drilling the 
well, resulting in delays. (R. 588-590.) Some of these delays resulted from the failure of 
Golf Services to timely pay Richins Drilling. (R. 590.) 
Work continued on the well until July 2, 2002. Golf Services requested that 
Richins Drilling provide a date certain that the well would be completed and a fixed price 
for completion. Id. Because of the difficulties and associated delays in drilling the well, 
Richins Drilling did not agree to modify the contract. Id. On July 11, 2002, Golf Ser-
vices terminated Richins Drilling. Id. 
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II. Terms of the Contract. 
The Contract provided that Golf Services would engage Richins Drilling "as an 
Independent Contractor to drill the . . . well in search of water on an hourly, time and ma-
terials basis." (R. 694; Addendum B.) Richins Drilling was charged with "directing, su-
pervising, and controlling" drilling operations. Id. This responsibility included the "right 
to control. . . [and] to determine the mud program, and the type and character of drilling 
fluid." (Contract, \ 9.2.) The Contract permitted the parties to adopt detailed specifica-
tions for drilling methods and practices, and referenced an Exhibit A containing these 
specifications. (Contract, f 9, referencing Exhibit A.) However, while Exhibit A is at-
tached to the contract, it was never approved or signed by the parties. (R. 591.) Like-
wise, as explained above, the parties never adopted the specifications for the well drafted 
by King for JSSD. (R. 593.) Significantly, the Contract does not contain any provision 
setting a fixed price for completion of the well nor does it contain any date by which the 
well should be completed. 
Under the Contract, Richins Drilling had a duty to perform the work "in accor-
dance with the generally accepted practices and methods customary in the industry." 
(Contract, [^ 19.1.) So long as this standard was met, Golf Services could not unreasona-
bly withhold approval of the work. Id. 
In the event that formations were encountered during the drilling process that 
made "drilling abnormally difficult or hazardous, caused sticking of the drill pipe or cas-
ing, or other difficulty which precludes drilling ahead under reasonably normal proce-
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dures," Richins Drilling was obligated to exert "every reasonable effort to overcome such 
difficulty," and Golf Services would assume the risk of loss or damage to Richins Drill-
ing's equipment in the hole. (Contract, % 12.) 
Golf Services had the authority to designate a representative who would at all time 
have access to the premises for die purpose of observing tests or inspecting the work of 
Richins Drilling. (Contract, f 19.2.) 
Golf Services was required to post a deposit equal to 10% of the estimated total 
cost of the drilling. (R. 590.) Richins Drilling estimated that cost at $370,000.00. Id. 
Golf Services posted a deposit of $37,000.00. (Id; Contract, f 5.) 
Invoices were to be issued every two weeks. (R. 590.) Golf Services was obli-
gated to pay those invoices within 10 days after receipt. Id. Golf Services could dispute 
the invoice, but had to do so within 5 days after receipt of the invoice by notifying 
Richins Drilling of the disputed item and the reason for the dispute. Id. Golf Services 
was obligated to pay undisputed amounts timely. If not, interest accrued on unpaid 
amounts at the maximum legal rate. Id. 
The Contract also provided that Golf Services could terminate the Contract and 
had the right to direct the stoppage of work "at any time" even without any default by 
Richins Drilling. (Contract f 6.1.) The Contract provided that at termination by Golf 
Services after drilling was commenced, Golf Services "shall pay the Contractor [Richins 
Drilling] the amount owing the Contractor at the time of such work stoppage under the 
applicable daywork rate and standard rate." (Contract f 6.3(c).) In other words, Golf 
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Services could terminate Richins Drilling at any time, provided, however, that it pay 
Richins Drilling for the time and materials per the Contract up to the date of termination. 
III. Lawsuit, Entry of Judgment and Award of Attorney 9s Fees, 
On September 18, 2002, Richins Drilling filed a Complaint seeking its right to 
payment under the Contract. (R. 1-52.) Pursuant to the terms of the Contract, when 
Richins Drilling was terminated, Golf Services was obligated to pay Richins Drilling the 
amount of all time and materials under the Contract up to the date of termination. (Con-
tract f 6.3(c).) In addition to filing an Answer, Golf Services and Tuhaye filed a counter-
claim against Richins Drilling. (R. 72-85.) 
On May 11, 2005, only a few days prior to trial on Richins Drilling's complaint 
and Golf Services' and Tuhaye's counterclaim, the parties agreed to resolve the counter-
claim. (R. 614-615.) Richins Drilling agreed to pay Golf Services and Tuhaye the sum 
of $15,000.00 for a full and complete release of all of Golf Services' and Tuhaye's coun-
terclaims. Id. Golf Services and Tuhaye thereafter entered in to a Release of All Coun-
terclaims (the "Release"). (Addendum C.) The Release provides in relevant part: 
Releasors [Golf Services and Tuhaye] understand and agree 
that this is a release of all counterclaims against Releasees 
[Richins Drilling] . . . and includes, but is not limited to, 
claims for property damages of any kind or character, loss of 
business, attorney's fees relating to the counterclaim, and 
claims for loss of time, wages, income or profits. 
(Emphasis Added.) (R. 803 n.l; R. 614-615.) The Trial court subsequently entered an 
Order of Dismissal of the counterclaim with prejudice and ordered the counterclaim dis-
missed with "each party to bear their own costs and attorney's fees." (R. 529.) 
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The parties then proceeded with trial on Richins Drilling's complaint. After a 
four-day trial, the trial court issued a ruling wherein it awarded judgment in favor of Golf 
Services and Tuhaye and directed Golf Services and Tuhaye to prepare an affidavit of at-
torney's fees and costs (the "Ruling"). (R. 579-596.) In the Ruling, the trial court en-
tered detailed findings of fact and conclusions of law. Id. The trial court then relied 
upon those findings of fact and conclusions of law in holding that Richins Drilling could 
not recover under the Contract because it had materially breached the Contract and Golf 
Services and Tuhaye, therefore, were excused from performance. (R. 582-584.) Addi-
tionally, the trial court found that Richins Drilling was not entitled to recovery on its 
wrongful lien or unjust enrichment claims. (R. 580-582.) 
Shortly after the Ruling, on July 20, 2005, counsel for Golf Services and Tuhaye 
filed an Affidavit of Gail E. Laser in support of attorney's fees and costs. (R. 598-601.) 
Richins Drilling objected to the Affidavit on the basis that attorney's fees related to the 
counterclaim were released pursuant to the Release and that the attorney's fees affidavit 
did not allocate fees and costs between those claims that were successful and those that 
were released. (R. 614-625.) On February 2, 2006, the Court issued a ruling wherein it 
directed counsel for Golf Services and Tuhaye to file a more detailed attorney's fees affi-
davit. (R. 730-734.) 
On March 15, 2006, counsel for Golf Services and Tuhaye filed another attorney's 
fees affidavit. (R. 737-777.) This time, Golf Services and Tuhaye provided a more de-
tailed billing statement of all attorney's fees and costs. Id. To differentiate between at-
torney's fees allocated to the counterclaims and those allocated to the Complaint, Golf 
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Services and Tuhaye simply highlighted the billing entries in different colors. (R. 801-
802.) No other factual justification for allocation was given by Golf Services and Tu-
haye. 
Richins Drilling again objected to the Amended Attorney's Fees Affidavit (R. 
779-785), arguing that the Release barred the recovery of any fees and costs incurred be-
fore the signing of the Release. (R. 779-782.) On May 1, 2006, the trial court, without 
oral argument, issued a ruling awarding attorney's fees to Golf Services and Tuhaye and 
overruling Richins Drilling's objection to the fees sought by Golf Services and Tuhaye. 
(R. 796-804.) On September 19, 2006, the trial court entered an Order on ruling and 
granted judgment in favor of Golf Services and Tuhaye in the amount of $103,614.23. 
(R. 817-819.) 
SUMMARY OF ARGUMENT 
The trial court incorrectly interpreted two contracts between the parties. First, the 
trial court erred by considering extrinsic evidence when the Contract was unambiguous. 
The Contract provisions related to termination and payment were unambiguous. Upon 
termination, Golf Services was to pay for the time spent and materials used by Richins 
Drilling to the date of termination. Instead of applying this contractual provision, the 
court added additional requirements that were not agreed to by the parties. 
Second, the trial court erred in its interpretation of the Release. The Release be-
tween the parties provided that, in exchange for the payment of $15,000.00, Golf Ser-
vices and Tuhaye would release all counterclaims against Golf Services and Tuhaye, in-
cluding claims for attorney's fee "relating to" the counterclaim. 
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Instead of determining whether the fees requested by Golf Services and Tuhaye in 
any way "related to" the counterclaim, the trial court incorrectly interpreted the Release 
by allowing all fees related to defense of the Complaint, even though those fees were also 
related to the counterclaim. This Court should remand the case so that the trial court can 
make a determination as to whether the requested fees "relate to" the counterclaim. 
ARGUMENT 
I. THE TRIAL COURT COMMITTED ERROR BY CONSIDERING 
EXTRINSIC EVIDENCE WHEN THE CONTRACT WAS NOT 
AMBIGUOUS. 
The Contract clearly states the compensation to be paid to Richins Drilling upon 
termination. It says that upon termination, Golf Services must pay Richins Drilling the 
amounts due under the Contract based on the time spent and the material purchased (Con-
tract f 16.3(c).) With respect to when the Contract is terminated, the Contract does not 
make any reference to any other contractual duty, nor does it impose any further duties on 
Richins Drilling. It does not reference whether Richins Drilling should comply with in-
dustry standards or what should be the amount charged for the work performed. It simply 
states, upon termination Golf Services should pay Richins Drilling the amount due under 
the Contract. The trial court, however, did not apply this provision. Instead, the trial 
court considered substantial intrinsic evidence. 
Specifically, the trial court considered extrinsic evidence about whether Richins 
Drilling complied with industry standards and whether the total price charged for the well 
was reasonable. After hearing this evidence, the trial court found that Richins Drilling 
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had breached the Contract and, therefore, could not seek to enforce the provision regard-
ing payment at termination. 
It was an error to use this extrinsic evidence to add terms to the Contract. As a re-
sult, this Court should reverse the decision of the trial court. When interpreting a con-
tract, a court first looks to the contract's four corners "to determine the parties' intentions, 
which are controlling." Bakowski v. Mountain States Steel, Inc., 2002 UT 62, f 16, 52 
P.3d 1179. Additionally, the reviewing court "will not make a better contract for the par-
ties than they have made for themselves. Nor will we avoid the contract's plain language 
to achieve an 'equitable' result." Id. at f 19 (citations omitted). Here, by reading a 
maximum price, a time for completion, and a method into the Contract, the trial court in-
correctly strove for an equitable result and gave Golf Services a better contract than it 
made for itself. 
The parties entered into the Contract at arms length. Golf Services hired Richins 
Drilling to drill the well on the Tuhaye property. By the time Richins Drilling was hired, 
Golf Services knew the specifications of the well and knew when it wanted the well to be 
completed. Golf Services, however, chose not to include any of those requirements in the 
Contract. The Contract does not (1) provide any completion date, (2) specify an amount 
for which the well must be completed, or (3) require Richins Drilling to use the "Reverse-
Rotary" method for drilling. The court, however, treated these provisions as part of the 
Contract and excused performance by Golf Services and Tuhaye because Richins Drilling 
apparently breached these added terms. This was contrary to the plain terms of the Con-
tract providing for the work to be done on an "hourly, time and materials basis" and with 
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payment at the applicable daywork rate in the event of a termination. It is comparable to 
allowing a homeowner to retain and use a house painter on an hourly basis and then limit 
his payment to some maximum price after the fact. 
Unlike the court's instruction in Bakowski, the trial court here rewrote the Contract 
and made a "better contract" for Golf Services than it made for itself. See Bakowski, at f 
19. The net effect was to fully undermine the Contract that Golf Services signed, and re-
lieve it from the deal it made. 
II. THE TRIAL COURT ERRED WHEN IT CONSIDERED PAROL 
EVIDENCE WITHOUT MAKING A FINDING THAT THE 
CONTRACT WAS INTEGRATED. 
Additionally, the trial court committed error when it considered parol evidence to 
interpret the terms of the Contract. Utah courts have held that "[a]bsent fraud or other 
invalidating causes, the integrity of a written contract is maintained by not admitting pa-
rol evidence to vary or contradict the terms of the writing once it is determined to be an 
integration." Union Bank v. Swenson, 707 P.2d 663, 665 (Utah 1985). The courts have 
explained that "[a]n integrated agreement is a writing or writings constituting a final ex-
pression of one or more terms of an agreement." The Catamar, LLC v. Champagne, 2006 
UT App. 321, f 9, 142 P.3d 140 (citing Restatement (Second) of Contracts § 209(1) 
(1981)). An integrated agreement may be completely or partially integrated. See Novell, 
Inc. v. Canopy Group, Inc., 2004 UT App 162, f 15, 92 P.3d 768. Regardless of 
"whether [an agreement is] completely or partially integrated, evidence of prior or con-
temporaneous agreements or discussions is not admissible to contradict terms of the writ-
ten agreement." Novell atf 15 (quotations and citations omitted). 
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As in this case, when a party seeks to introduce supplementary rather than contra-
dictory evidence, its ability to do so depends on whether the agreement is partially or 
completely integrated. See Catamar at \ 10. Utah courts have explained, "[w]hile a 
party cannot introduce supplementary terms to a completely integrated agreement, when 
an agreement is partially integrated, '[pjarol evidence not inconsistent with the writing is 
admissible to show what the entire contract really was, by supplementing, as distin-
guished from contradicting, the writing.'" Id. (Citing Novell at f 15.) As a result, 
"[w]here a party seeks to introduce supplementary terms to a partially integrated agree-
ment, 'parol evidence to prove the part not reduced to writing is admissible, although it is 
not admissible as to the part reduced to writing.'" Id. 
Utah courts have made it clear that before a trial court applies the above-explained 
parol evidence Rule, the trial court "must determine as questions of fact: (1) whether the 
agreement is integrated and, if so, (2) whether that integration is complete or partial. Id. 
at 111 (citing Eie v. St Benedict's Hosp., 638 P.2d 1190, 1194 (Utah 1981) ('"[T]he 
court must determine as a question of fact whether the parties did in fact adopt a particu-
lar writing or writings as the final and complete expression of their bargain.'")). Failure 
by the court to make a determination as a question of fact as to whether the contract was 
integrated is reversible error. See Union Bank at 665-66 (reversing and remanding to the 
trial court to make "a specific determination as to whether the note was an integration"). 
In Union Bank, the appellants executed a promissory note in favor of Union Bank. 
Appellants signed the note "individually and personally." Id. at 665. The appellants con-
tested personal liability and raised an affirmative defense that the parties intended the 
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signatures were for appearance only and that the bank represented that no collection ac-
tion would be brought against them personally. Id. The trial court, applying the parol 
evidence rule, found no genuine issue of material fact and accordingly granted summary 
judgment in favor of respondent. Id. at 665. In reversing the trial court, the Utah Su-
preme Court found that "the record does not include a specific factual determination that 
the note was, or was not, an integration." Id. The Union Bank court noted that "[t]he 
trial court apparently assumed from the face of the note that it was an integration and ap-
parently applied the parol evidence rule without making the threshold factual determina-
tion required by Eie." Id. at 666. As a result, there was a genuine issue of fact and the 
court remanded the case for the trial court to make "a specific determination as to 
whether the note was an integration." 
In this case, nowhere in the record did the trial court make a finding concerning 
whether the Contract was either integrated or nonintegrated. As a result, without making 
such a finding, it was error for the trial court to consider extrinsic evidence regarding the 
parties' intentions, even if the evidence presented merely supplemented the terms of the 
Contract. This Court should, therefore, remand this case to the trial court to determine 
whether the Contract was integrated and whether the admittance of parol evidence inter-
preting the Contract was correct. 
HI. THE TRIAL COURT COMMITTED ERROR WHEN IT 
INTERPRETED THE RELEASE TO NOT BE A RELEASE OF 
ATTORNEY'S FEES INCURRED "RELATED TO" THE 
COUNTERCLAIM. 
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The Release entered into by Golf Services and Tuhaye provides that for the pay-
ment of $15,000.00, Golf Services and Tuhaye agreed to release its counterclaims against 
Richins Drilling. The Release is unambiguous—all attorney's fees relating to the Golf 
Services' and Tuhaye's counterclaim were released. The issue currently before this court 
is whether the phrase "relating to" was interpreted correctly by the trial court. Richins 
Drilling submits that the court interpreted this inherently broad term in a narrow, con-
strictive, and ultimately incorrect way. 
Under Utah law, "[r]eleases are contractual provisions and should be interpreted 
according to the well-developed rules of contract interpretation." Peterson v. Coca-Cola 
USA, 2002 UT 42, f 9, 48 P.3d 941 (citing Ward v. Intermountain Farmers Assyn, 907 
P.2d 264, 267 (Utah 1995)). Utah courts have explained that the "underlying purpose in 
construing or interpreting contractual provisions is to determine the intentions of the par-
ties." Id. (citing SME Industries, Inc. v. Thompson, Ventulen, Stainback and Assoc, Inc., 
2001 UT 54, f 14, 28 P.3d 669). Recently the Utah Supreme Court explained, "[i]f the 
language within the four corners of the [contract] is unambiguous, the parties' intent 
should be surmised from the 'plain meaning of the contractual language.'" Quaid v. U.S. 
Healthcare, Inc., 2007 UT 27, % 10, 158 P.3d 525 (quoting Benjamin v. Arnica Mut. Ins. 
Co., 2006 UT 37, f 14, 140 P.3d 1210). In this case, because the language of the Release 
is unambiguous, Golf Services and Tuhaye released all claims for attorneys' fees "relat-
ing to" the counterclaim. 
While no Utah court has specifically defined "relating to," in another context, the 
United State Supreme Court pronounced a broad definition of the phrase "relating to." 
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See Morales v. Trans World Airlines, Inc., 504 U.S. 374, 383 (1992). The United States 
Supreme Court explained that "[t]he ordinary meaning of these words is a broad one-4to 
stand in some relation; to have a bearing or concern; to pertain; refer; to bring into asso-
ciation with or connection with.'" Id. (citing Black's Law Dictionary 1158 (5th ed. 
1979)). As a result, any claim for attorney's fees that has some relation, concerns, per-
tains, or is associated with any element of the counterclaim was released when Golf Ser-
vices and Tuhaye signed the Release. 
Under Utah law, the party seeking attorney's fees "has the burden of producing 
evidence to buttress the requested award." Foote v. Clark, 962 P.2d 52, 55 (Utah 1998). 
The Utah Supreme Court has "mandated that a party seeking fees must allocate its fee re-
quest according to its underlying claims. Indeed, the party must categorize the time and 
fees expended for . . . successful claim for which there may be entitlement to attorney 
fees , . . . and . . . claim for which there is no entitlement to attorney fees." Id. 
In this case, Golf Services and Tuhaye submitted an initial fee and cost affidavit 
seeking an award of $117,236.19. (R. 733.) After Richins Drilling objected to the affi-
davit because the attorney's fees were released and because the Golf Services and Tuhaye 
failed to submit evidence to support their request for attorney's fees, the trial court in-
structed Golf Services and Tuhaye to prepare an additional affidavit categorizing their re-
quest for fees and costs in more detail. (R. 731-734.) The Defendants subsequently sub-
mitted another affidavit and the trial court awarded attorney's fees to Golf Services in the 
amount of $71,864.00 and costs in the amount of $31,750.23 (R. 797), for a total award 
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of $103,614.23. In short, the trial court only found that $13,621.96 of the requested fees 
and costs were "related to" the counterclaim. 
In so finding, the trial court found that the fees related to the counterclaim and the 
fees related to defending against Richins Drilling's complaint were "inextricably inter-
twined" and "involved a common core of facts." (R. 801.) The trial court relied on fed-
eral case law and Dejavue v. U.S. Energy Corp., f 20. These cases, and other cases in 
Utah dealing with allocating attorney's fees between successful and unsuccessful claims, 
are not on point. None of these cases deal with a release. In this case, Defendants en-
tered into the Release and released all attorney's fees and costs that related to the coun-
terclaim. As a result, the issue that the trial court should have decided was whether the 
fees and costs requested "related to" the defense of the counterclaim. If the fees and costs 
were in any way related to, associated, concerned, or were connected with, the counter-
claim, the fees should not be recovered. The trial court, therefore, committed error by in-
correctly awarding attorney's fees and costs to Defendants without determining whether 
each request for fees was related to the counterclaim. The Defendants provided no fac-
tual justification for their allocation of attorney's fees and costs between the counterclaim 
and complaint other than a highlighted billing entry. This Court should remand the issue 
of attorney's fees to the trial court for a determination of whether the attorney's fees and 
costs "related to" the counterclaim. 
Even if this Court finds that the "relating to" language of the Release is ambigu-
ous, this Court should still remand this case to the trial court because the intent of the par-
ties was not honored. Utah courts have explained that "language is ambiguous if the 
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words used to express the intent of the parties are insufficient so that the contract may be 
understood to reach two or more plausible meanings." Larson v. Overland Thrift & 
Loan, 818 P.2d 1316, 1319 (Utah Ct. App. 1991). Upon finding a document to be am-
biguous, a court may utilize extrinsic evidence "to clarify the contractual intent of the 
parties." Palmer v. Davis, 808 P.2d at 132. To determine the intent of the parties if a 
contract is ambiguous, "any relevant evidence must be considered." Catamar at f 26. In 
other words, trial courts are required to give "at least a preliminary consideration of all 
credible evidence offered to prove the intention of the parties [so that] . . . the court can 
place itself in the same situation in which the parties found themselves at the time of con-
tracting." Id. Failure of the trial court to consider all relevant evidence of the parties' in-
tent when they entered into a contract is reversible error. Id. at f 29. ("we conclude that 
where, as here, the trial court erred . . . in failing to base its ambiguity determination on 
all relevant credible evidence, the proper procedure is to remand."). 
In this case, there was no determination by the trial court of the intent of the par-
ties. Richins Drilling submitted argument that it was its contention that all fees of Defen-
dants up to the time of the Release were necessary to prosecute the counterclaim and 
were therefore released when the Release was signed. (R. 623.) The trial court, however, 
made no finding and made no inquiry as the intention of the parties when they signed the 
release. Having failed to do this, the trial court committed erred. As a result, the proper 
remedy for this error is to remand the case back to the trial court for a determination of 
the parties' intent when they entered into the Release. 
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IV. BECAUSE DEFENDANTS FAILED TO MEET THEIR 
BURDEN FOR AN AWARD OF COSTS, THE TRIAL COURT 
COMMITTED ERROR WHEN IT ALLOWED DEFENDANTS TO 
RECOVER COSTS RELATED TO AN UNDISCLOSED EXPERT 
WITNESS. 
As explained above, it is the burden of the party seeking an award of fees and 
costs to sufficiently detail its request. Foote at 55. The trial court awarded costs in favor 
of Defendants in the mount of $31,750.23. This award of costs, however, includes an 
amount for $4,987.00 which Defendants claim was paid for an "expert witness." (R. 
738.) The affidavit does not indicate the name of the expert or to what company the fees 
were paid. As a result, it is impossible to tell from the record whether the fee relates to 
the counterclaim. At minimum, this case should be remanded for a determination of 
whether this amount should be included in the costs. 
CONCLUSION 
Richins Drilling made two agreements with Golf Services. Neither was properly 
interpreted by the trial court. First, the Contract entitled Richins Drilling to be paid for 
the time it spent drilling a well, on a time and material basis, without a maximum price, 
without a fixed deadline, and without a particular method defined. The trial court incor-
rectly rewrote the Contract to deprive Richins Drilling of the central contract terms to 
which Golf Services agreed. Second, the Release entitled Richins Drilling to be released, 
without limitation, from any further claims relating to the counterclaim, including claims 
for attorney's fees and costs. The trial court incorrectly interpreted that contract to leave 
Richins Drilling exposed for fees and costs that did in fact relate to the counterclaim. As 
to both of these errors, Richins Drilling respectfully submits that this court should reverse 
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the trial court's order and remand this case so that these contracts can both be enforced as 
they were written and agreed to by the contracting parties. 
DATED this^Z day of July, 2007. 
SNOW, CHRISTENSE ARTINEAU 
John R. Li 
P. Mattj^w Cox 
Attorneys for Plaintiff/Appellant 
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IN THE FOURTH JUDICIAL DISTRICT COURT 
WASATCH COUNTY, STATE OF UTAH 




TUHAYE, L.L.C, a Utah limited liability 
company, and GOLF SERVICES GROUP, 
INC., a Utah corporation, 
Defendants. 
RULING 
Case No. 020500464 
Judge Derek P. Pullan 
This matter came before the Court for bench trial on May 16-19, 2004. Plaintiff Richins 
Drilling, Inc. ("Richins Drilling") was represented by Mr. Daniel S. Sam. Defendants Tuhaye, 
L.L.C. ("Tuhaye") and Golf Services Group, Inc. ("GSG") were represented by Ms. Gail E. 
Laser. 
Having carefully considered the testimony and exhibits presented at trial, the Court now 
enters the following: 
FINDINGS OF FACT 
1. Richins Drilling is a Utah Corporation. Kerry Richins ("Richins") is the President, and 
his wife, Virginia Richins ("Ms. Richins") is the Secretary / Treasurer. Each owns 50% 
of the shares. 
1 
2. GSG is a Utah corporation in the business of golf course and golf course community 
development. 
3. Tuhaye is a Utah limited liability company in the business of residential real estate 
development. 
4. Tuhaye owns property in the Jordanelle Basin in Wasatch County, State of Utah. Tuhaye 
contracted with GSG to construct a golf course on the property, in conjunction with a 
residential development Tuhaye was developing. 
5. GSG hired Richins Drilling to drill a community public water well ("the well") on the 
Tuhaye property. 
6. The proposed site for the well was in Section 27, in Wasatch County, north of the 
Jordanelle Reservoir. This property is subject to the jurisdiction of the Jordanelle 
Special Service District ("JSSD"), a quasi-governmental entity with authority to manage 
community water systems in the Jordanelle Basin. 
7. In 2000, JSSD hired StanTech, an engineering firm, to prepare specifications for the 
proposed Tuhaye well. It appears that these specifications were in anticipation of JSSD 
placing the project out for bid. Van King ("Mr. King"), a hydrogeologist at StanTech 
authored these specifications. Later, in 2001, GSG hired Stantech to provide engineering 
services in reference to the well, and three other wells on the Tuhaye property. 
8. At some time prior the specifications being prepared, a business named Montgomery 
Watson drilled a test hole in close proximity to the well-site. From this test hole, 
Montgomery Watson prepared a Lithologic Log, which detailed the subsurface geology in 
5-20 foot intervals down to 1,230 feet. King incorporated this lithology log into the 
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specifications for the Tuhaye well. 
9. In November 2002, Marty Ostronic ("Ostronic"), Vice President of GSG, and LeeRoy 
Farrell ("FarreH"), a representative of Tuhaye, met with Richins at a drilling site in 
Midway. Richins Drilling had been hired by the Midway Irrigation Company to drill a 
commercial water well at that site. 
10. By this time, the drilling of the well had become the responsibility of the Tuhaye, not 
JSSD. 
11. Ostronic and Farrell inquired as to whether Richins Drilling could drill the well on the 
Tuhaye property. Ostronic explained that the well would serve two purposes—irrigation 
of the golf-course and a public water supply. Ostronic told Richins that GSG needed the 
well completed by the first part of May so that the golf course could be seeded and 
watered. 
12. These parties met again on two or three occasions to discuss the project. One of these 
meetings occurred at the offices of StanTech Engineering. This meeting was attended by 
Richins, Ostronic, Farrell, Fred Duberow (an engineer from StanTech), and King. 
13. At this meeting, Richins and GSG discussed different methods of drilling and reached 
certain agreements as follows: 
a. The specifications drafted by King for JSSD called for use of the flooded-reverse-
circulation, rotary drilling method. This method requires use of a rig consisting of 
concentric tubes. As the drilling proceeds, air is forced down the outer tube 
creating a vacuum, which lifts the cuttings up the inner tube. The cuttings never 
come in contact with the walls of the hole. Bentonite (also called "mud") is 
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forced between the outer tube and the walls of the hole to stabilize the formations. 
While the specifications drafted by King were necessary to obtain the required 
state approvals, they were drafted for JSSD. GSG and Richins Drilling never 
incorporated these specifications into their contract. Indeed, these original 
specifications were disregarded in material respects, including the site of the well 
and the drilling method ultimately agreed upon. 
At the meeting, Richins Drilling and GSG agreed that Richins would instead use 
the conventional direct rotary method to drill the first 800 feet of the well. The 
conventional rotary method requires that some substance—air, polymer foam, or 
bentonite—be forced into the bore-hole. As drilling proceeds, the cuttings mix 
with this substance and are forced up and out of the hole. The bentonite or foam 
has direct contact with the walls of the hole. 
Richins Drilling and GSG agreed that (1) in drilling the first 800 feet of the well, 
bentonite would be used; (2) below 800 feet in the water production zone, Richins 
would use either (a) the direct rotary method, using air or a polymer foam instead 
of bentonite to lift out the cuttings; or (b) the flooded-reverse-circulation method. 
At this meeting, Richins represented to GSG that he had the experience and the 
resources to use the flooded-reverse-circulation method. 
Finally, at this meeting, Richins Drilling and GSG agreed that the well would be 
drilled in three phases: 
i. Using a 12.25 gauge packed-assembly bit, a pilot bore-hole would be 
drilled to approximately 800 feet. This drilling would terminate at the 
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lower thaynes, the target geologic formation. According to Richins, the 
purpose of this initial drilling phase was to prevent "deviation" (or in other 
words, to ensure a straighter hole), 
ii. The pilot hole would then be expanded in two passes, first to 17.5 inches, 
and then to 26 inches. A 20-inch casing would then be installed. This 
casing would maintain the integrity of the hole in the first 800 feet (the 
non-production zone) while drilling proceeded into the lower thaynes. 
iii. From 800 feet to what was anticipated to be 1,100 feet (the water 
production zone), a 12.25 inch hole would be drilled, and then expanded 
if desired to accommodate a larger well-screen. A metal well-screen 
would be inserted into the hole, with gravel filter pack around the outside. 
After the StanTech meeting, Richins produced to Ostronic a form contract (prepared by 
the International Association of Drilling Contractors) which would govern the drilling of 
the well. Ostronic (for GSG) and Richins (for Richins Drilling) executed the contract on 
February 26, 2002. 
a. The contract provided that GSG would engage Richins Drilling "as an 
Independent Contractor to drill the . . . well in search of water on an hourly, time 
and material basis." (Contract, First Opening Paragraph). The contract contained 
specific hourly rates, and provided that payment at those rates "is earned upon 
obtaining a specified objective." (Contract, Second Opening Paragraph). 
b. Richins Drilling was charged with "directing, supervising, and controlling" 
drilling operations. Id This responsibility included the "right to control... [and] 
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to determine the mud program, and the type and character of drilling fluid." 
(Contract, 1f9.2). 
The Contract permitted the parties to adopt detailed specifications for drilling 
methods and practices, and referenced an Exhibit A containing these 
specifications. (Contract, f 9, referencing Exhibit A). However, while Exhibit A 
is attached to the contract, it was never approved or signed by the parties. 
Likewise, as explained above, the parties never adopted the specifications for the 
well drafted by King for JSSD. 
Under the Contract, Richins Drilling had a duty to perform the work "in 
accordance with the generally accepted practices and methods customary in the 
industry." (Contract, 1fl9.l). So long as this standard was met, GSG could not 
unreasonably withhold approval of the work. Id 
In the event that formations were encountered during the drilling process that 
made "drilling abnormally difficult or hazardous, caused sticking of the drill pipe 
or casing, or other difficulty which precludes drilling ahead under reasonably 
normal procedures," Richins Drilling was obligated to exert "every reasonable 
effort to overcome such difficulty," and GSG would assume the risk of loss or 
damage to Richins Drilling equipment in the hole. (Contract, ^ [12). 
GSG had the authority to designate a representative who would at all times have 
access to the premises for the purpose of observing tests or inspecting the work of 
Richins Drilling. (Contract, \\9.2). 
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g. GSG was required to post a deposit equal to 10% of the estimated total cost of the 
drilling. Richins Drilling estimated that cost at $370,000.00. GSG posted a 
deposit of $37,000.00. (Contract, 1J5). 
h. Invoices were to be issued every two weeks. GSG was obligated to pay those 
invoices within 10 days after receipt. GSG could dispute the invoice, but had to 
do so within 5 days after receipt of the invoice by notifying Richins Drilling of the 
disputed item and the reason for the dispute. GSG was obligated to pay 
undisputed amounts timely. If not, interest accrued on unpaid amounts at the 
maximum legal rate. Id. 
Richins Drilling commenced work on March 5, 2002. The work proceeded as follows: 
a. The 12.25 inch pilot hole was completed on March 21, 2002, seventeen days after 
the work commenced. 
b. From March 21, 2002 through May 8, 2002, Richins Drilling expanded the pilot 
hole to 26 inches. On May 9, 2002, Richins Drilling installed the 26-inch casing, 
thereby completing phase two of the well. Sixty-six days had elapsed from the 
commencement of work. During this time, the drill string "twisted off5 causing a 
one week delay from April 18-24, 2002. 
c. From May 10, 2002 to May 21, 2002, Richins Drilling performed no work on the 
project. Richins testified that he took a vacation. However, Richins also believed 
that GSG was not paying invoices timely. 
d. On May 6, 2002, Richins Drilling applied GSG's $37,000.00 deposit toward 
unpaid invoices. Four days later, Richins ceased work at the site. King, who had 
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been told by Richins that drilling would commence again on May 16, went to the 
site on that day and found no one there. Work recommenced on the hole on May 
22, 2002, one day after GSG paid $84,275.67 to Richins Drilling. 
It is unclear whether GSG was in fact delinquent in making payments. There is no 
testimony before the Court as to when Richins Drilling placed the invoices to 
GSG in the mail, or when they were received. Under the contract, GSG was 
obligated to pay within 10 days of receipt of the invoices. 
From May 22 to May 27, 2002, Richins Drilling drilled the well only 1 foot 
deeper. Much of this time was spent preparing the rig to use the Air Rotary 
system in the production zone. 
From May 28 to June 11, 2002, Richins Drilling made little progress on the well. 
In this two-week period, the hole was advanced only 171 feet. Multiple repairs 
further delayed the work. However, the primary cause of the delay was that the 
fractured limestone was caving into the hole and Richins was unable to lift the 
cuttings out. 
On June 10,2002, King—who was a proponent of the flooded-reverse-circulation 
method from the beginning—again suggested to Richins that this method be used 
to advance the hole. 
Richins rejected this suggestion. Richins testified that use of bentonite in the hole 
would seal the fractures in the limestone and damage the production capacity of 
the well. Richins proposed that a larger injection tank and pump be procured 
instead. Richins Drilling performed no work at the site from June 11 to June 27, 
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2002, while Richins awaited the arrival of the new tank and pump. 
j . On June 28, 2002, work commenced again using the new tank and pump. By this 
time, Richins Drilling had lost 126 feet of depth due to sloughing and caving. On 
June 29, 2002 Richins Drilling progressed only 8 feet. Two days later, more 
repairs caused work to stop. 
k. Richins Drilling did no work on the well from July 2 to July 11, 2002. During 
this period, GSG requested that Richins provide a date certain that the well would 
be completed and a fixed price for completion. Richins refused. On July 11, 
2002, GSG terminated Richins. 
1. GSG hired Lang Drilling to complete the hole. Lang mobilized on July 19, 2002. 
Lang used the flooded reverse-circulation method. Drilling commenced at 832 
feet and was completed three days later to a depth of 1,172 feet. 
m. During the first three weeks of drilling, Richins Drilling had only two workers on 
site—Richins, and his brother James Richins. From March 26, to July, 11,2005, 
Richins and Joe Wright worked the site. From March 26 to the first week of June, 
Wright was not a licensed driller. During times when drilling was occurring 24 
hours per day, one man would sleep in a trailer, approximately 80 feet from the 
hole. Richins testified that the driller and the man off-shift kept in contact with 
two-way radios and could readily address drilling needs. 
At trial, Richins Drilling called Jay Henry Grimshaw as an expert witness. Grimshaw is a 
drilling contractor, and a former employer of Richins. Grimshaw testified that Richins 
decision not to use flooded reverse-circulation to advance the well was consistent with 
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industry standards. He opined that the method requires use of bentonite and that this 
"mud" seals off the fractures in the limestone compromising the production capacity of 
the well. In his opinion, Richins Drilling could have advanced the hole by adjusting the 
air-foam ratios, but was not given a chance to do so. Grimshaw further testified that 
Richins had experience using the flooded-reverse-circulation method on other projects. 
GSG called Randy Mayer as an expert witness. Mayer is the contract manager for Lang 
Drilling. Lang is a large drilling contractor with experience in the oil and gas, water well, 
and mining industries. In his capacity as contract manager for Lang, Mayer reviews the 
daily drilling reports for at least 16 rigs, and supervises the mobilization and work of 
these systems in the field. He performed these services in connection with the Tuhaye 
well after Richins Drilling was terminated. 
Mayer testified that Richins Drilling did not use generally accepted practices and methods 
customary in the drilling industry. Specifically, Mayer testified that: 
a. Efficient drilling requires crews on site consisting of not less than 2-4 employees. 
One person working alone cannot drill, and at the same time perform the collateral 
activities necessary to advance the well—mixing drilling fluids, monitoring the 
compressors, and installing the next drill rod. 
b. Efficient drilling requires that the well be dug in one pass with a 17.5" bit from 
top to bottom. Drilling a pilot hole with a lighter-smaller bit does not minimize 
deviation in the hole. A 17.5" bit and drill assembly is heavier and more rigid, 
thereby cutting a straighter hole. This testimony was confirmed by King, who 
testified that deviation in the first 800 feet of the well far exceeded industry 
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standards, and predictably continued into the production zone. 
c. Efficient drilling requires the driller to lift the cuttings out of the hole. This ability 
is a function of air compression, which creates up-hole velocity. With the 
compression equipment on site, Richins was unable to create sufficient up-hole 
velocity to lift the cuttings out of the hole. Richins' decision to drill the first 800 
feet to 26" only aggravated his ability to maintain adequate compression in the 
hole. This meant that the cuttings remained in the hole "boiling" or churning, 
impeding advancement of the hole.1 
d. Efficient drilling is also a function of weight on the bit. This weight puts pressure 
on the formation being drilled and also keeps the drill rod straight (which prevents 
sheering due to the "pendulum effect" in the hole). In the first 800 feet of the 
hole, Richins Drilling applied adequate weight on the 12.25 and 17.5 inch drill 
assemblies. However, for the 26-inch assembly, Richins Drilling applied only 
18,000 pounds, when a minimum of 38,000 pounds was required. In the 
production zone below 800 feet, Richins applied only 12,000 pounds, when a 
*This conclusion was corroborated by the existence of small, subrounded cuttings 
removed from the hole. King testified that the cuttings produced by Richins were small and 
subrounded. King attributed this to churning in the hole. King noted that the cuttings produced 
by Lang were larger, sharp, and angular. 
Richins Drilling called Bruce Kaliser, a hydrogeologist. He testified that subrounded 
gravel can occur naturally in limestone, which characteristically has dissolution openings through 
which water may pass. Indeed, subrounded gravel was noted in the lithologic log of the test hole, 
just a short distance away. 
The Court need not resolve this factual question. The parties submitted into evidence 
four chip trays containing thousands of small cuttings, many of which are angular and some 
which are rounded. Neither the Court nor the experts can say with certainty which process 




minimum of 24,500 pounds was required. 
e. Efficient drilling requires the driller to be flexible, responding to subsurface 
conditions. When no progress was being made using the conventional rotary 
method with air and foam, Richins Drilling should have converted to flooded-
reverse-circulation. 
f. In this regard, Mayer testified that municipal water wells are routinely drilled 
using this method, without damaged to the water-producing formations. In 
drilling the well, Lang used bentonite with a viscosity rating of 40 (approximately 
that of chocolate milk). It air-lifted this fluid out of the hole, then "swabbed" the 
well with some 500,000 gallons of water mixed with a chemical agent which 
breaks down bentonite. King's testimony confirmed that the flooded reverse-
circulation method, combined with subsequent well-development efforts, does not 
damage water quality or production capacity. 
g. Using these methods of efficient drilling, the well—even with three 
passes—should have been completed in "less than 30 days, top to bottom." 
Mayer reached this conclusion by examining for the entire project the cost per 
foot and the cost per cubic foot of material removed. Assuming a 17.5 inch hole, 
Richins Drilling drilled 1.12 feet per hour at a cost of $263.00 per foot. Lang 
drilled 5.15 feet per hour at a cost of $137.00 per foot. Richins Drilling removed 
3,100 cubic feet of material from the hole at a cost of $158.00 per cubic foot 
Lang removed 569 cubic feet of material at a cost of $82.00 per cubic foot. Mayer 
further opined that the actual value of Richins work did not exceed $200,000.00. 
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CONCLUSIONS OF LAW 
In its complaint, Richins Drilling alleges four causes of action: (1) breach of contract, (2) 
unjust enrichment, (3) foreclosure of a mechanic's lien, and (4) failure to obtain a payment bond 
(alleged against Tuhaye, L.L.C. only). At the close of the Plaintiffs case, the Court dismissed 
the fourth cause of action. Utah R. Civ. P. 41. No evidence was presented that Tuhaye failed to 
secure a bond pursuant to the requirements of section 14-2-1 of the Utah Code. 
Breach of Contract 
A party that materially breaches its contractual obligations is precluded from recovering 
under an action of breach of contract Holbrook v. Master Protection Corp., 883 P.2d 295, 300 
(Utah Ct. App. 1994). See also, Mutual Life Ins. Co. v. Phinney, 178 U.S. 327, 344 (1900). In 
addition, the non-breaching party is excused from further performance under the contract. 
Holbrook at 344. 
In this case, the written contract was silent as to the time in which the well should be 
completed. "When a provision in a contract requires an act to be performed without specifying 
the time, the law implies that it is to be done within a reasonable time under the circumstances." 
Watson v. Hatch, 728 P.2d 989, 990 (Utah 1986). Mr. Mayer testified that based upon generally 
accepted practices and standards in the drilling industry, Richins Drilling should have completed 
all three passes of the well in "less than 30 days, top to bottom." Ostronic made clear at the time 
he sought Richins Drilling's services that GSG needed the well complete by the first part of May 
so that the golf course could be seeded and watered. 
Given the totality of these circumstances, the Court concludes that Richins Drilling was 
obligated to complete the well no later than May 10,2004. By this date, Richins Drilling had 
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completed only the first 800 feet of the well. The failure to complete the well timely constituted 
a material breach which excused further performance by GSG. 
By allowing Richins Drilling to continue drilling after May 10, 2005, GSG did not waive 
its right to have the well completed timely. This is especially true in light of Richins Drilling's 
assurances that the well could be completed using the conventional rotary method. By July, 
when these assurances were no longer forthcoming, GSG terminated Richins Drilling. 
Richins Drilling ceased work at the site because GSG had purportedly failed to pay 
invoices timely, excusing timely performance in May, 2002. However, Richins Drilling failed to 
present sufficient evidence of late payments. Under the contract, GSG's payments were due 
within 10 days after receiving the invoice. Ms. Richins testified that invoices were sent by mail 
every two weeks. The Court is left to speculate as to the date each invoice was mailed and the 
date it was received. Still, by May 22, 2002, GSG appears to have paid in full because Richins 
Drilling returned to the project and commenced work again. 
After May 22, 2002 and before, Richins Drilling had an obligation to drill the well "in 
accordance with the generally accepted practices and methods customary in the industry." 
(Contract, If 19.1). If formations were encountered during the drilling process that made "drilling 
abnormally difficult or hazardous, caused sticking of the drill pipe or casing, or other difficulty 
which preclude[d] drilling ahead under reasonably normal procedures," Richins Drilling had a 
contractual duty to exert "every reasonable effort to overcome such difficulty." (Contract, %\2). 
The Court concludes that Richins Drilling was in material breach of both these 
contractual duties. In reaching this conclusion, the Court grants credence to the testimony of Mr. 
Mayer regarding generally accepted standards and practices in the drilling industry. Specifically, 
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Richins Drilling failed to: 
1. Provide adequate on-site crews during drilling; 
2. Provide adequate air compression to lift the cuttings out of the hole; 
3. Provide adequate weight on the bit to advance the hole, both in the non-
production and production zones of the well; 
4. Convert in a reasonable time to flooded reverse-circulation method of drilling; 
and 
5. Complete the well timely. 
These material breaches of the contract by Richins Drilling also excused further performance by 
GSG. 
Mechanic's Lien 
Richins Drilling seeks to foreclose on its mechanic's lien. Any person performing 
services, materials or equipment used in the improvement of any premises "shall have a lien 
upon the property upon or concerning which they have rendered service, performed, labor, or 
furnished . . . materials or equipment." Utah Code Ann. 38-1-3. The lien is "for the value of the 
service rendered, labor performed, or materials or equipment furnished." Id. 
In the instant case, the Court concludes that GSG has already compensated Richins 
Drilling far in excess of the value of the labor performed. In reaching this conclusion, the Court 
finds the testimony of Mr. Mayer credible. The value of Richins Drilling's partial performance 
did not exceed $200,000.00. GSG payed more than twice that amount. For this reason, Richins 
Drilling's action to foreclose its mechanic's lien fails. 
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Because GSG has successfully defended against this claim, it is the "prevailing party." As 
such, GSG is entitled to recover "a reasonable attorney's fee, to be fixed by the court, which shall 
be taxed as costs in the action." Utah Code Ann. 38-1-18. The Court requests that counsel for 
GSG supplement the record with a fees affidavit which conforms to the requirements of Rule 73. 
Quantum Meruit—Unjust Enrichment 
Lastly, Richins Drilling seeks to recover under the equitable theory of quantum meruit. 
Typically, "recovery under quantum meruit presupposes that no enforceable written or oral 
contract exists." Davies v. Olson, 746 P.2d 264,269 (Utah Ct. App. 1987). However, where a 
breaching contractor is not entitled to the benefits of a contract, "he [or she] is nevertheless, 
entitled to payment on a quantum meruit basis for work which he or [or she] did perform." 
Bailey-Allen Company Inc. v. Kurzet, 876 P.2d 421,423 (Utah Ct. App. 1994), quoting, Lowe v. 
Rosenlof, 12 Utah 2d 190, 194-195 (Utah 1961). 
The unjust enrichment branch of quantum meruit—also called "contract implied in 
law"—applies to the instant case. Davies at 269. To recover for unjust enrichment, Richins 
Drilling must prove that (1) the defendant received a benefit, (2) the defendant possessed an 
appreciation or knowledge of the benefit, and (3) that circumstances exist that would make it 
unjust for the defendant to retain the benefit without paying for it. Id. Under this analysis, the 
recovery is limited to the value of the services rendered. Id. 
In the case at bar, the first two elements are clearly satisfied. By drilling the first 800 feet 
of the well, Richins Drilling conferred a benefit upon GSG. GSG knew that this work was being 
performed on its behalf. However, Richins Drilling has failed to prove circumstances that 
would make it unjust for GSG to retain the benefits of this work without paying for it. 
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At trial, Mayer testified that the value of the services performed by Richins Drilling did 
not exceed $200,000. The Court finds Mayer's testimony on this point credible. GSG did not 
retain the benefit of Richins Drilling's work without payment. Indeed, GSG has already paid 
Richins Drilling almost two and one half times the value of the drilling services rendered. 
For this reason, the Court concludes that Richins Drilling cannot recover under a theory 
of quantum meruit. 
CONCLUSION 
Judgment is granted in favor of GSG on all causes of action alleged. The Court reserves 
ruling on the issue of attorney's fees. Counsel for GSG is directed to supplement the record with 
a fees affidavit conforming to Rule 73. 
The Court requests that counsel for GSG prepare an order and judgment consistent with 
this ruling. 
DATED this / T / i a y of June, 2005. 
JUDGE JDEREK P. PULLAN 
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NOTE; Thb fbrt* contract b i suggested piide only tnd us* of this form or any variation thereof shall be * the sok discretion and ritk of tha 
user paroe*. Users of the fcna contract of any portion or variation thereof ire encourtfied to seek the advice of ccanwd to era urn that thdr 
contract reflects the complete averment of the pieties and applicable liw. The Jrrternaciooal Association of DriMng Contractors dki-tafipj *jy 
liability whatsoever for loss oc dacnt^cs which may result from U K of the form contract or portions or variation* thereof. 
Revised JuJy, 199$ 
INTERNATIONAL ASSOCIATION O F DRILLING CONTRACTORS 
DRILLING BED PROPOSAL 
AND 
HOURLY DRILLING CONTRACT - U.S. 
OPERATOR: Golf Services Group CONTRACTOR: Riciiins Drilling, Inc. 
Marty Ostronk, Vice President Kerry W. Richms, President 
P.O. Box 52* P.O.Box 141 
Gretna, Nebraska 6802* Waflsbuig, Utah 34082 
Phone; 402/332-4913 Home Phone: 435/654-6365 
Fax: 402/721-8878 or 435/615-6960 Bus. Phone/Fax: 435/657-1218 
Mobile: 402/981-7491 Cellular 801/360-5608 
Please subrmi bid oa (his drilling contract form for performine ihe work outlined below, opon the terms aod tor the consideration sot forth, with 
the understanding thai if the bid is accepted by Coif Services Group (Marty CKtnaoic) this instrument will constitute a contract between us, 
THIS AGREEMENT CONTAINS PROVISIONS RELATING TO INDEMNITY, 
RELEASE OF LIABILITY, AND ALLOCATION OF RISK 
TUIS AGREEMENT (The "Contract") is made md entered into on tha dote bereWfler set forth by and between the parties herein designated 
as "Operator" and ",Conir»ctor,\ 
OPERATOR: CoirServwes Group, Marty Osfrooic, Vice President 
CONTRACTOR: Richios Drilling fee, Kerry W. Rjchins. President 
IN CONSIDERATION of rhc mutual pronssea, cofidhsoas and agreements hereta rnnfahW and tho spedfications tnd special provision set 
fcrth re Exhibit "A" aod Exhibit "BT attached thereto and nude a part hereof. Operator engages Coonactor u m bdcpciidcot Contractor to drill 
the bereiMta designated well in search of water oa an hourly, d o c and material basis. 
For porpotcs hereof the tea "boarfy, time and materia) basis" means Contractor shall furnish the equipment, labor, and peribrm services as 
herein provided to drill a wdf, as specified by Senator, to the contract depth. Subject to (eras sod coftdtfons hereof; payment to Contractor at 
a stipulated price per hoax \M earned upoo attairing a specified c^jecti^ While drilling on an hourly basis Contractor shafl o W ^ fta*avise end 
control drilling operations and a t s m e s certaia llabilirjes to the extent specifically provided tor herein. Nocwirfa*ai»imf that that k an hourly 
basis ccotracC Contractor aid Operatta* iceofncca thai certain portions of the opcrarioos ts herehufler designated* both above tnd below cootract 
foota** depth, win be petfbnnod od a dayworfc basis. For purpoaes hereof, the term "darywort basis" axans Cosoactor shall fcrrasa equipment, 
labor, and peHorm services as herein provided, fcr a specified sum per hour under the direction, sopervision and control of Operator (Udusivc of 
any employee, agent, consultant, or subcouflauur engaged by Operator to direct drJ&i&g operations). When operating oa a dtyworifc basis. 
Contractor shall be fnlry paid at (he applicable rates of payment and assumes only the ch/lgsoor* and Qabttfrfcs stated herein as being applicable 
during day^ork operations. Except for sueh obligations sod Ifab'frbei epeciflcafly acsumed by Contractor. Operator shaft be sojdy responsible 
and assmnes liabilfcy for all coosexxxaecs of opcradoos by both parries while on a daywork basis, Jnchjdmg resists mx4 ifl other risks or 
liabilities incurred in or incidcoi lo such operations, 
I. LOCATION OF WILL: 
r ^ ? * ffi^**^111 Weni^cnsndNtnnher: K1450" E 1950' from SW Cor. S25, T2S,RSE. SLB4M. 
The^bw s to wdi atui Contract idrf 
Operator's tease. 
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2. COMMENCEMENT DATE: 
Contractor e*»r«* u> use reasonable eflbrts to comtncna: operations for Ac drilling of the well by die ] I* day of February, 2001 
3. DEPTH: 
3.1 Cowpleu Daywork Basis Drilling: AH cpmiians hereunder are pertamed at tpp/icabic daywork rates it depths a tpecifled md 
agreed upon by Operator and Contractor. 
4. FOOTAGE RATE, DAYWORK RATES, BASIS OF DETERMINING AMOUNTS PAYABLE TO CONTRACTOR: 
Cjntracax shall be paid atthe foOowiog rates for the work performed hereunder. 
4J Operating Day Rate: For work perfonned 00 & daywc*k basis the hourly ate shall be if follows: 
Mud Drilling with Rig alone $215.00 per ban-
Mud Drilling with Rig and one mud pomp £255.00 per hour 
Air DriUing with Rig alone E 15.00 per hour 
Air Drilling with Rig & OQC Air Compressor $255.00 per hour 
Air Drilling with Rig, ooc Air Compressor aod Booster 5301.00 per hour 
Additional Air Compressor available as necessary 5 40.00 per hour 
Badchoerate 5 65.00 per hour 
NOTE: A ¥1 hour rig service will be performed lor each 24 hour period, ro V? included in the hoorty rate. 
DRILL MFC RATES TER 24-HOUR DAY 
Directional or uncontrolled deviated hole win be deemed to exist when deviation exceeds degrees or when the change of angle 
exceeds degrees per one hundred feet 
Drill pipe ih*H be considered m use not only when in actual nsc hoc also while it k being picked up or laid down. When drill pipe Is funding in 
(he derrick, it shall not be coocldertd in use; provided, however, that i f Contractor frrnishes special strings of driO pipe, drill collars, and 
handling took as provided for in Exhibit ~A", tho same shall be considered in use sr all times when on location or until released by Operator. Bi 
no event shall fractions oi an boor be considered in nompifffng tfec-ammut of lime drill pipe is In use btrt such rime shall be computed to the 
nearest hour, with thirty minutes 01 mom being considered & foil hour and less than thirty minutes not to be counted. 
4.1 Work Steppage Rate: 51,290.00 Far Dty 5125.00 Per Hour 
The above rite shall apply under the following circumstances: 
(a) During any eoetiouoas period that normal operations are suspended or cannot be carried on due to condirioos of three majeure as defined 
m Paragraph 22 hereof It is understood, however* chat Operator shall have the right to release die rig in accordance with Operator'* right Co 
direct stoppage of the work (See Paragraph 6.1). effective when conditions will permit die rig bo be moved own (he location. 
(b) During any period when Contractor has notified Operator that the rig is available for movement to the drilling site and movement cannot 
be accomplished because of Operator's /hilore or inability » furnish and/or maintain arlrqwato roadway and/or canai to location andfar location 
and/or weather prevents positioning the rig on a water location driQ site, 
(e) Daring any period *&ec operations under dris Contract have been completed and Operator has released the t\% and the same cannot be 
dismantled aod/or transported from the location due to inaoVqiUTtc roadway or canal, or weather or water conditions which will not allow such 
activity to be conducted with reasonable safety. 
(d) Operator agrees at all times to maintain the » e d and location in such a condition that will allow fixe access and rouminut to and from the 
drilling sit* in an ordinarily equipped highway type vehicle. If Caotraczcr is required to use boSdoxers, tractors. fbur-whec! drive vehicles, or 
any other specialised fransportatlon equipment for the movement of necessary personnel, machinery, or equipment over access roads or on the 
drilling location, Operator shall furnish the same at its caj»cmc and without coat to Contractor. The actual cost of repairs to any transportation 
equtpracnt furnished by Contractor or Its personnel damaged as result of improperly aumtaincd access roads ot location w2B be charged to 
Operator. 
43 Repair Tune: In the event it is accessary to shut down Contractor's rig fee repairs, excluding rowtinc rig servicing, while Contractor is 
00 a doywerk basis hereunder,. Contractor shall be allowed cootpensation at the applicable daywork rase for such shot down time sp to a 
ttULiuiium of one (1) how lot any one rig repair job or thirty (30) hoors for any calendar month. Rooiine rig servicing shall mcrodc; but not be 
Hmrtcd to, tutting and slippir^ drilling line, changing pump or swtvel expendable*, rubricating rift and any washed out tine* due to sotids 
content in drilling fluids, 
4A Standby TU»c Rtfe with Crews: 52.130.00 pet rwenty-foar (24) hour day. Standby time shall bo defined to include lime when the rig 
is shut down ikbocgb in readiness to h*y* or resume openSHms but Contractor is warring on order of Operator or on materials, services or other 
items to be fhnusbed by Operator. 
4J Retmbnrsable Carta? Operator shaU reimburse Contractor far Che costs of material, equipment, work or service* which are to be 
furnished by Opcraacc as pwrrided tbr herein but which xV convouencc arm aco»fly Banished by Contractor at Operator's request, piuft 10 
percent A* such cost of handling. 
4.6 Daywork OperaHoea: In addition to other work specified herein the fcflowing work perfcewed by Contractor shall be on a daywork 
basis: 
(a) Ail drilling including tne setting of any string of casing. 
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stated time, Coamcior may terminate this Contract as specified under Subparagraph 62. 
6. STOPPAGE OF WORK BY OPERATOR OR CONTRACTOR; 
6.1 By Operator? Operator shall have the right to direct die stoppage of the work to be performed by the Contractor hereunder at any time 
prior to mrtiing the specified depth, tad even though. Cctttracror has made no default herconoer. *nd in such event Operator «h*H be under no 
obligation to Ccroractor except as set forth ro Subparagraph 6J hereof 
*-2 By Contractor: fa die event of Force Ma/rare (tecessrtating a ferrninarion of operations, or in the evert of total or constrictive tool low 
of The rig, or if Operator stall become imorVeut or be adjudicated a harucrupt; or file, by way of petition ot answer, a debtor*! petit** or other 
pleading seeking adjusts*** of Operator's dobt*» under any bankruptcy or debtor's relief tews now or hcreaAer preveiJin& or if any such be Gkd 
against Operator, or in case a receiver be appointed of the Operator or Operator's property, or any part thereof or Operator's affairs be placed hi 
&e hands of a Creditor *s Committee, or, following tea (10) days written notice to Operator, if Operator does oof pay Contractor witnot (he rime 
specified in Subparagraph 5.2 all undisputed items due and owing, Contractor may, at it's option, dec* to terminate further pertbrnunce of any 
wort under this Coatracr and extractor* s right to compensation shall be as set forth in Subparagraph 6J hereof In addition to Contractor's 
right to terminate performance hereunder. Operator hereby expressly agrees to protect, defend a d indemnify Contractor from sod against any 
claims, ocmarxfe and caoses of action, tachidnrf ai] costs of deiense, in favor of Operator, Operator's joint vesture*, other parties arising out of 
an drilling commitments or c^hgatioas contained in any lease, tannout agreement or other agreement* which may be ifleded by snch 
termination of performance hereunder. 
63 Eariy Teraimabo* Coespeefadoa: 
(a) Trior to Conmeaceaeat: In the even rttis Contract is terminated prior to commencement of operations hereunder. Operator shall pay 
Contractor as liquidated damages and oot as a peaafry a sum equal fo the mcAniutScsi/deincejiliajtJon rat* and Standby Rate (Subparagraph 4.5) 
for a period of 5 days ibr sstinated daywork (W^orafurnpstanofSIO,650.00. 
(b) Prior ha SpioVflag: Tfsuch work stoppa©c occars a t e commcnceinettf of cjxratioc* but prior to die spudding of the well Operator shall 
w t » Contractor the sum of tnefoflc^ 
nSe Conxract and by reason of dKpremaOjre stoppage of fbc work, cacfodia* however, expense* of normal drilling crew aad supervision; (2) ten 
rxaOTt f 10%> of the amount of such tefrifrursetilu expense* «nd (3) a sum calculated at tbe standby raterora/lbn^nroibedateapon which 
Con&actor commenea any operationf l»rrtaider down » such data subsequent to tbe date of work stoppage as will iflbrd Contracror raascnable 
rime to disaj antic its ng and cqxupment 
fc) Sebsecjveat to Spoddlngt If such wort flnppag* occars a t e the spodefaui of the WPU, Operator i^uiU pay the Contractor (be amount 
Cbnfractcc at the time of soca work stoppage under the applicable daywork rase, and jtarufty rate. 
(c) 
owing 
7. CAS&G PROCRA3*: 
7.1 The casrna; pixajjan to be followed in ^e drilrmg of said well is set fcrth in Exbibit UA*. md Contractor shall iriM a hob of the uze 
specitted ra Schibil - A" to set at * e *pprvxim*je depth thenttn ind)caied the sbe of casing so specified. Tbc rrtft setting depths for each string 
of casing shdi be specified by Operator. Operator any modify said casing procraa presided any asodificaxion thereof «hich marcriairy 
increases Ccniractor's hazaroji or xas of performing its obligations hereunder can only be made by mutual coascat of Coniracior and Operator. 
7JZ The «rtiog of any string of casixag within tbc faotat* contract depth shall be pcrfbrnMd as specified in Exhibit "A". 
7 J The ycQxng of any string of casfng sbalt be performed by Cuntmror on t daywork basis. 
1A Operator nssrves the nght to require Cotatracaor tu set strings of casing or liners in addition to those listed (subject to the [imitations tapcti 
Operator's 6%hl to modify the casiDg program as provided fbr in Subparagraph 7.1) and m snch event Contractor agrees to ran casing , cement 
and test cement on such liners and |tnrip of casing and to perform cement squeezing jobs ac rccjirired by Operator. Ail such work shall be on a 
3 
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d*ywork basis. 
S. LABOR, E Q L ^ V f i X r , . V U T l ^ ^ 
The Hantjhtng of labct, eqaiptxnt, apptfinces, materials,, supplies, and services of whatever c/iaraocf necessary or proper in the drilling and 
completion of iaid well tad not c<herwise srjccincaJry provided fee herein shall be ajraished by Cootnctor or Operator as rpceifwd in Exhibit 
9. DMLMNC MJSTHODS AND PRACTICES: 
9 J Cctrtrator shall rnaioraifl v*cfl control equipment a good condition si ail times and shatt use ail reasonable mere to prevent and control 
fires and Wowouis and to protect the bole. 
? J Subject to the terms hereof,at »U times during the drilling of The well. Operator (hall have the right to control the mud program, and the 
drilling fluid must b* of t type and have characteristics acceptable to Operator and be maintained by Coorxactor in accordance with the 
specrflcafioos shown ia Pars^aph 2 of Exhibit "A". No change or modtfScatioa of said specifications which materially Increases Comractor's 
hazards or costs of performing hs obligations hereender shall be made by Operator without consultation wttb and consent of Confractoc. 
Operator shall have (he right to make any tests of the drilling fluid which may be accessary. Should no mod control program b« specified by 
Operator in Exhibit "A". CoDtraoor shall have the right to determine (be mud program and the type a d character of dolling fluid durmg the 
time rhat Contractor is performing work under the tarns of this Contract. 
9 J Cootrador shall measure the total length of drill pipe in service with a sted tape at the point *herc the cortract footage depth has been 
reached; sod when requested by Opemtnr, before setting casing or liner and after n a d r a g fmaJ depth. 
9.4 Conoactcc agrees to fbr/rsh cqrapmenj; workmen and instruments acceptable to Operator and to make slope tests at provided in Exhibit 
~A". All such slope tests rfuU be made at Operator's fc4e rede, COST and expense, £ in the opinion of Operator, it becomes advisable to obtain 
the use of an additional slope tort astrument and accessory eo/upment for the purpose either of cbcddng previous readings or of determining the 
direction of nSe drift the reotal charts thxiifuie shall be pM by Operaior, and the running of same shad be on a daywork basis. Should the 
hole at any depth during the trme Contractor is pericrming >*ork, have either u deviation from vertical or a change of inclination in excess of the 
limits prescribed in Exhibit "A", Contractor agrees to restore the bole to a condition suitable to Operator cither by conventional methods and 
procedures while drilling ahead or by cementing off and redrilling. While operations are being pcHbrmed on a "Da/work Basis'*, or during 
"Compete Daywork Basis Drilling*. Contractor agrees to exercise due diligence and care to maintain the straight hole spedflcatJoni, if any, set 
forth in Paragraph 3 of Exhibit ~A~ bat ail risk and expense of mainxaintng such specification or restoring (he bole to a condition suitable to 
Operator shall be assumed by Cpcrator. 
9 J Each party hereto agrees tn comply with ail laws; rules; and regulations of any federal, state or local gcrvernmental authority which arc 
now or may become applicable to that party's op^adco* covered by or arising out of the perfcrmaaix of this Contract. When required by law, 
the terms pi Exhibit T T shall apply to this Contract In me event any provision of that Contract is inconsistent with or contrary to any 
applicable federal state or local law. role or regulation, said provision shall be deemed to be modified to the extent rxquaxd to comply with said 
law, rule, or regulation and as so modified said provision and this Contract shall continue rn mil ibrce and effect 
1O.COMPLETION TESTS AND INSTALLATION OF WELL CONNECTIONS OR ABANDONMENT: 
Contractor will cither complete the well and install wdl bead equipment ami corusecrjoos or plug and abandon same, in y^'fanccr with 
Operator's instructions, at the applicable rales set forth in Paragraph 4 above, using equipment, materials and services to be furnished and paid 
for by chhti Operator or Contractor as specified in Exhibit "A". 
U.CORING AND CVTTING5J 
1L1 As directed by Operator and trtflfring the type of coring equipment specified and ftraisbed as shown in Exhibit "A" Contractor agrees 
as wry time to take either rat-hole or full ad* conventional or wire line cores in the manner requested by Operator. Regardless of depth, all coring 
shall be poformed on a daywort basts. Reaming of the rat-hole shad be performed on a dxywoik basil 
11.2 Wbcn requested by Operator, Contractor shall save and identity the catting? and cores, Are from cootarmnjaioo, and place them in 
separate containers which shall be famished by Operator; soch cuttings and cores shall be made available to a representative of Operator at the 
IccasJcn. 
12JORMATIONS DIFFICULT OR HAZARDOUS TO DRILL; 
I2J m the event water How, dotraW, steeply dipping or Auhcd formarion, abnormal pressure, underground mine or cavern, heaving 
formation, salt or other condition is oKouimmwi v»hich makes drilfing abnormally difBcuk or liazardous, causes sticking of drill pipe or casing; 
or other diflkuhy which preclude* drilling ahead under reasonably rtortnak procedures, Corm^ctnr shall, m s i such cases, without undue delay, 
exert every reasonable effort to overcome such difficulty, Operator shall assume the risk of loss or damage to the hole and to the Contractor's 
equipment Is the Sore from the time such cendrtion h aicou/itered. 
1Z2 Fn the eyent loss of ciicnjaqpn or^  piartiai loss of circularioo is^ e^ 
reasonabk dfort lo crvcrcoM such Officuiry. Wbcn such conoSdoo is cna*ait*rcd, Operaior shaQ assume risk at toss of or damage to the hole 
and to Contractor's equipment a the hole. 
1J J* JPOICTS TO 5*t FURNISHED BT CONTIUCTOR: 
U a Coraractor shaOl keep snd nirnish » C ^ 
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Repot Form or coSct form acceptable to Operator lo be reviewed and signed by t representative of Operator on t daily basis. A legible copy of 
said form shall be rurnnhed by Contractor to Operator. 
13 J Delivery u'cfcetsr if requested by Operunr, cxrvcrTDg m y material or supplies rurmshed by Operator shall be torocd ia with cadi 
mvoice, Tbc quantity and desaiprion of marerials and supplies so furnished ihall be checked by Contractor end such Defects shall be property 
certified by Ccntnrtor. 
I4.INCRESS AND EGRESS TO LOCATION*: 
Operator hereby assigns to Contractor Operator's rights of ingress and egress with respect to the tract of land where the wcJJ is to be located 
for zbe performance by Contractor of a/I work eontunptaled by this Contract. Should Contractoi be denied free access to the location for ray 
reason not reasonably within Contractcr's control, any time lost by Contractor at a result of such denial shaJI be paid tor at the applicable rate in 
keeping with the stage of operations ac that time. la the event there arc any restrictions, condition* or limitations fn Operator's least which 
would affect the free right of ingress and egress to be exercised by Coutrauur, hs employees, or subcontractors hereunder, Operator agrees to 
umety advise Cortractor m writiag with respect to such resections, coodttiems, or limitations, and Contractor agrees to observe same. Operator 
shall reimburse Contractor for all amounts reasonably expended by Contractor for repairs and/or remforwUucnt of roods, bridges and related or 
simitar racflirjes (public and private) required as a direct resuh o f t rig mow pursuant lo performance hereunder. 
15JIE5TONSIBIUTY fOR A SOUND LOCATION: 
Operator shall prepare a sound location, adequate in size and capable of property supporting the drilling rig, and shall be responsible tbr a 
conductor pipe program adequate to prevent soil sod subsoil washout, it is recognized that Operator hat superior knowledge of die location and 
access routes 10 die location, and must advise Contractor of any subsurface conditions, or obstructions (including, but not timifed to. mines; 
caverns, sink holes, streams, pipelines, power lines and ieicpboue lines) which Contractor might encounter while en mete to the location or 
during operations hereunder. In the event subsurface conditions cause a cmexiDg or shirting of the location curmee, or if jesbed conditions 
prove uosatismciory to property support the rig during marine operations hereunder, and toac or damage k> the rig or its associated equipment 
results therefrom. Operator shall. -without regard to other provisions of this Contract, reimburse Contractor to the extent not covered by 
Contractor** insurance, for at] such loss or damage including payment of work stoppage rate during repair and/or demobilization if applicable. 
I N S U R A N C E : 
During the life of mis Contract, Contractor shall at Contractor** expense maintain, with an insurance company or companies authorized to do 
business in che state where the work is to be performed or through a •etf-insursnee program* insurance coverage of the kind and in the amouuts 
set forth is Exhibir "A"*, insuring the liabilities specifically assumed by Contractor m Paragraph IS of mis Contract Contractor «fr»n„ if 
requested to do so by Operator, prouae rsoa the company or companies writing said insurance 4 certificate or certificates satisfactory to 
operator thjBt said insurance is in foU force and cflivt and that the came shall not be cancelled or matcrLaDy changed without ten (10) days prior 
wrftxen notice to Operator. For liabdioe* assumed hereunder by Cootracxor. its msuraace shall be endorsed to provide that me underwriters 
waive their right of subrogation agvost Operator. Operator will, as weiL cause its insurer to waive subrogation against Contractor ftr liability it 
assumes and shall maintain, at Operator's expense, or shall self insure, insurance covuagc of the n o e kind and in the same amount as is 
required of Contractor, insuring the liabilities specifically assumed by Operator, in Paragraph 18 of diis Contract 
17.CLAIMS AND LIENS: 
Contractor agrees to pay ad valid diims for labor, material, services, and supplies to be rarnisbed by Contractor hereunder, and agrees lo 
allow no lien by jcueh third parses to be fixed upon me lease,, the well, or oiber property of Operator or the land open which said well is located. 
in juespoNSiRJinr FOR LOSS OR DAMAGE, INDEMNITY, RELEASE OF Luauxnr AND ALLOCATION OF RISK: 
1S.1 Contractor's Serfaee EqadpaesC Contractor shall assume liability at alt times ft* damage to or destrocnoa of Cc^tractor's surface 
equipment, regardless of when or how such damage or destruction occurs, except for such loss or damage as provided in Paragraph 13 and 
Subparagraph 114 hereua, and Contractor shall release Operator of any liability ft* any socb loss. 
13L2 Co«ir*<rior*» Ia-tlok Equipennt - Deywork Rasas: Operator shad) assume liability at ail times for damage to or destruction of 
extractor's is-bote emiipment, 'in+nAm^ bui not insured to, drill pipe, drill collars, and tcci joints, and Operator ihafl retrnbursc Contractor lor 
the value of any such Iocs or damage*, the value In be determined by agreement between Contractor and Operator as current repair cost or 100 
percent of curreni new replacement cost of such equipment deirtercd to (he well site. 
1# J Ciatracaor'a £qaipa*eaf ~ Eavu ucnacatal Loa* or D i w i | i . : NcewToVstaadxng the provisoes of Subparagraph ISLl above. Operator 
shall jssumc liability a id tiroes for damage to or destruction of Contractor*s c^eopmenl caused by aepcaure to highry conotrve or otherwise 
destructive eiemencs, mclndrng those mtrodnced into the driSing Huid. 
18.4 Operator's Hquipaeat: Operator shau* assume fiahih'ry at all times 5ar damage u> or desruetion of Operator's equipment memdmg, 
but act limited to. casing hieing wcil head eqnipment, and ptatform if applieable, rcgardlesa of when or bow rncb damage or destruction 
o c c i ^ and Openrxr shafl release C c ^ 
Ig^S T i e Hole - Daywork Bnsb: m me event mc bAt should be lost or damaged, *hile Conoactor is working on a daywork besis. 
Operator shell be sctdy responsibfc fibr such iarna^ to or loss of me bote, bcittdmg the casing therein, as well at for cost of control of any wOd 
welL Operator shall be sc4ciy respecsftte mr sue* d a ^ 
v i^ld W t and s**M protect, de&ad and mdexauty Contactor n*om and against any and ail claims. Babi/fty. and expenaes relating to such 
damace to or loss of the hof^ ac^ S3Tfhc<»stcf cc^o l of aoy wild well. 
l T f Uedergreund Damage: Operator shall release Contractor of any liability for. and shall protect, defend and uuiemfijry C«itractor ftom 
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tnd gainst my md iU claims, liability, and expenses resulting from cperaciorts under this Contract on account of injury to, datrucuon oC or 
.oss or implement of any property right in or to oil gas or other mintral substance or v*rcr, H* a the time of the act or omission caunnc men 
.njury, destruction, loss or impairment said substwee had not been reduced tu phyiical possesrioo above the surface af the earth, and or any low 
or damage to any forrnarion, strata, or reservoir beneath Ac norace of the earth, 
1&\7 Inspection af Materials Fumiined by Open ton 
(a) Contractoragrees to visually inspect ail materials &rrdihed by Opcr-tor before osing sasroc and to notify Operator of any apparent defects 
therein. Contractor shall aoc be liable for any loss or damage rrailripg 5om the use of materials famished by Opcmor. 
(b) Contractor will Dreassemblc. m'$a*serrtble, or assemble materials to be furnished by Operator only wbca directed by Opcratr* and when 
ojch wt>rV can be accomplished by normal rig personnel. All of n>ch services siuU be performed on a day*crk basis. Operator shall release 
Contractor from, aod shall protect, delead and indemnhy Contractor from and igainst any liability for such service. 
] $ J Caarractor'i lmdtmoificaiioo of Operator: Contractor shall release Operator of any liability for, and shall protect, defend and 
xdawiCy Operator, its officers, directors, employees and join! owners from and against til claims, demands, and causes of action of every kind 
and character, withotX limit and without regard to the cause or causes thereof or me negligence of any party or parties, rising in cocneakm 
herewnh in fever of Contracsor's employees or Contractor's subcontractors or their employees, or Coomctor's Invitees, on account of bodily 
injury, death or damage to property. Contractor's indemnity under mis Paragraph shall be without regard to rod without aoy right to 
contribution from say insurance maintained by Operator pursuant to Paragraph 16. If it is judicially determined Am the nwnetary limits of 
insurance required hereunder or of the indemnities votantariry assumed under Subparagraph 1 S.S (which Coriracmr aid Operator herby agree 
wiH be supported either by available liability msurance, under which the insurer has no right of subrogation against the kxkrmmdct, or 
voftmtanry seif-instuxd, m part of whofe) exceed the maximum remits permitted under applicable law, it is apecd that said inatr^nr^ 
requmanents or irdcnsnrtxes shall autc*nat£ealry be amended to eordbrm to the maximum monetary limits permitted under such law. 
1&? Operator's IndcnarCeadon of Contractor: Operator shall release Contractor irf any Liability for, and *h*9 protect, defend and 
rndemcify Contractor, its officers, directors* employees and joint owners from aod against all clam*, demands, and causes of action of every 
kind and character, without limit and without regard to the cause or causes thereof or the negligence of any party or parties, arising in ccrtnecuon 
herewith in firvor of Operator's employees or Operator's cootractccs or their employees or Operator's invitee* other than those parties identified 
in Subparagraph IS.8 on account of bodily injury, death or damage to property. C^crntor's mdemnny under this Paragraph shall be wfrhout 
regard to and without any right to cootnbuoon from any insurance maintained by Contractor pursuant to Paragraph 16. If it is Judicially 
determined chat the monetary limits of insurance required hereunder or of the indemnities voluntarily assumed under Subparagraph 12.9 (which 
Coruractor and Operator hereby agree wiH be supported either by available I {ability inrursnee, under which the insurer has no right of 
subrogation against me indemnities, or "voluntarily self-insured, in part or whole) exceed the maximum limits permitted under applicable law, it 
h agreed that said insurance rcquirecaents or ladcmnkie* shall automatically be amended to conform to the trm*;™^ monetary limits permitted 
under such law. 
1S.10 reflation and CootaaiiKaaocs Nctwithctaoding anything to the conxtary contained herein, except the provision* of Paragraph 15 and 
Subparagraph 18.11, h is understood and agreed by and between Contractor and Operator thai the respccaibiJity for pollution and contamiaarion 
shall be as mllows: 
(a) Unless ocberwise provided berem. Contractor shall asrume all respoasibiliry for. including control tnd removal o ( and shasl protect, 
defend and indennify Operator from and agsmat all claims, demands and causes of action of every load snd charackr arkmg from poUudon or 
csntamioajben, which origmates above the surface of the tand or water from sptlls of fuels, htbricams, cnutox oils, pipe dope, paints, sorveots, 
baHast, bitje and garbage, e&cept unavoidnble poQutioQ from reserve pin. wholly m Contractor's possession and control and directly associated 
whh Coocractor*s equrpment aod taciHties. 
(b) Operator shall assume all responsibility for. including control and removal of. and shall protect, defend and mdemnity Contractor from 
and gainst all claims, demands, and causes of action of every land and character arising directly or iMirectly from all other poQudon or 
contamination which may occur daring the conduct of operations hereunder, meruding. but not limited to, that which may result from fire, 
blowout cratcrmg. seepage or any other uncontrolled flow of oil, gns, water or other substance, as well as the use or disposition of all drilling 
fluids, incJudin& box not limited m, oil cmulsJoa, oil base or chemically treated drilling fluids, contaminated cuttings or ezvings. lost circulation 
and Ssh recovery materials and fluids. Operator shall release Qjearactor of any liability for the toregoing, 
(c) In the event a third pnrty eomxnfes an act or omission which results in poDuttoti or contaminarion foe which either Cootractor or Operator, 
for whom such party is performing votk, u held to be Legally liable, die rexpoo&tbittty therefore snail be considered, as between Contractor md 
Operator, to be me same as if the party for whom tha work was performed had performed the same and all the obligations respecting protection, 
defense, irxferrmiry and limitation cf respensibdicy and habilily, as set forth in (a) and (b) above, shall be spcciflcatry applied. 
1S.11 TerBtimatiofl of Location LlamHty: When Cootractor hae complied with all obligations of the Contract regarding restoration of 
Operator's location. Operator shall thereafter be liable for damage to property, personal injury or death of any person which occurs at a result of 
the cenxmion of me bcatko md Cunaactcr shall be remrred of such Habilicy-, provided, ho^e^er, if Cootractor shall subsequently temfc upon 
the location for any reason, including retDorsi of the rig, any term of cbc Contract relating to ruch reentry actrriry shaff become applicable Airing 
such period. 
14. H Conseqecaiial Ihunagca; Ncrther party shall be liable to the other tor special, indirect or consequential damages resulting from or 
araing out of this Contract, including, without limitation. Iocs of profit or OUSUKW mierrupooris mcludmg teas or delay of production, however 
lame s a y be c-ansrd. 
18J3 ladeaamity OMigadoa: Except as otherwise expressly United herein, rt s the Intern of partiac acrcto that all Hcasca, Indemnity 
obligations aald/or liabilities assumed by such parties under terms of this Contract, including wnhout limitatjcn Sue^raragrapht 1S.I through 
18 (2 hercoC be without limit vui withoor regard to the cause or causes Iwneof (mctodmg prasustmg ccodrtionsX strict liability, regulatory or 
scmnorr liability breach of warranty (exprc« or unpbW), any t h c ^ 
X i ^ sole, joint of c^nanrenr, * * v e or passive, Tha indemnities, and releaaea and assumptions of ftNiQfended by ^« paroe* 
^ ^ ^ provision of Paragraph IS ^ 
^ t r ^ m c e r T drreciora, employed, agcnU and servants. T%e terms and provrslon of subparagraplas l l . l throcgb I t 12 shall ^tvean 
not a party hereto. 
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19.1N0EPCNDKiNT CONTRACTOR RELATIONSHIP AND OPERATOR'S RE^RISTNTATTVi:: 
19 J ID cbe pcrfomance of the work herein conterirputfed, Contraetur 11 in rndependent Cootncior. with the txstfiorrty ID control tad direct 
the performance of die details of the worK Operator being °Bdy fritutsatd m the restate obtained. Th* work shall m o t the approval of Operator 
and be subject to The right of inspection and supervision herein provided. Operator shall not urarasocabry withhold approval of all such wort, 
when perfbened by Contractor in acecrdarice with the generally accepted practices and methods cusxotrary in the industry. Contractor agrees as 
comply with all Itws, rules, and regulations. Federal, State; lod Local, which are now, or may in the future become applicable 1o Contractor. 
Coolnctor'S business, equiprntr*, tod personnel engaged io operations covered by Ail Contract or accruing out of die performance of such 
ooctsxions; provldedL however, is between Operator and Contractor specific provisions herein contained respecting the risk and responsibility for 
5aeh comph'ance shaJf be conrroiling. 
19J. Operaiof shall be privileged to designate a representative or representatives who shall at all times have access to the premise lor Ac 
purpose of ooscrvmg rests or inspecting the wodc of Contractor. Such representative or repfesaotatives shall be empowered ra act for Operator in 
ail matters reUting to the wort herein undcrtaJcea and Contractor shall be enlrued to rcfy on the orders and directions issued by tuch 
representative or representatives as being those of Operator. 
20AUDIT; 
If any payment provided for hereunder is made on the basis of Contractor's costs, Operator shall have the right to audit Contractor's books 
and records reborn* to such costs. Contractor agrees to maintain such books and records for a period of two (2) yean from the dale such costs 
were incurred and Bo mats such books and records available to Operator ax soy reasonable time or times within das period. 
2UNO WAJVfeJfc TXCLTT IN W3UT1NG: 
Il is fully undentood and agreed that none of the requrexacots of this Contract shall be considered u w*ht4 by either party unless the same 
is done in writing, and then only by the persons executing this Contract, or other duly authorized agent or representative of the perry. 
2 1 F 0 R C E MAJEURE: 
Except for the duty to mike payments hereunder what doe, and the mdenmiflcation provisions under this Contract neither Operator DOT 
Comrade* snail be responsible to the other for any delay, dasnage or failure caused by or occasioned by a Force Majeure Event. As used in this 
Contract, "Force Majeure Event" includes; acQ of God. action of the elements, warlike action, ioturrectiocs revolution or civil strife, piracy, civil 
-war or hostile action, strikes, deferences with wodonca, sets of public enemies; federal or state laws, rules and regulations of any governmental 
authorities having junsdlcnon h the premises or of any other troop, oiganiatiofi or informal association (whether or not formally recognized as 
a goTcrxxXfcenCX maoi&y in procure material equipment or accessary labor in the open narsxt, scute and JUXDQBJ labor or material or equipment* -
shortages, or any other causes (except naanciai) beyond the control of cither parry. NeruSer Operate* t^Coirtrartof shall be rcquntd against hs 
will lo adjust any boor or similar disputes except in accordance with applicable l*w. la the event that caber party hereto is Tendered unable, 
-wholly or in part, by any of these causes to cany out its obUgarioo under (his Contract, it is agreed that such party shall five notice and details of 
Force Majeure in writing lo the other parry as promptly as possible after its oceurrcoee. fn risen cases, the obligations of Ac party giving the 
notice shall be suspended during the continuance of any inability so caused except thai Operator shell be obligated to pay to contractor the Work 
Stoppage rate set forth in Subparagraph 4-2 above. 
23.GOVERNTNG LAW: 
This Contract shall be construed, governed, interpreted, enforced and litigated, and the relations between the parties determined in accordance 
with the hews of the State of Utah. 
24.1NTORMATTON COtmOVXTlXL: 
uifornsatioa obtained by Conermctor in the coadoet of oYilling epenaaoas on This welt, inclucffng. but not limited to, depth, fonnatkma 
penetrated, the results of coring, testing, and rAxrvrying, shall be considered ccmfideaftia! and shall not be divulged by Contractor or its 
employees, to any person. Arm, or corporation other than Curator's driignatrd representative, 
bforrnarjon obtained by Operator in the course of drilling operations on this wed, mclndb& but not limited ax method, loots, daily 
operations, shall be considered confidential and shall oot be divulged by Operator or its employees, to any person, firm or corporation other than 
Operator's Vtignalrrt representative. 
ZS^ITRCONTKACTS BY OPERATOR: 
Operator may employ other contractors to perform any of the operaoce?s or services *> be peovid*! or performed by it according to Exhibit 
"A". 
J&ATTOatNIVS FEESi 
if this Contract Is piaced is the bands of in attorney tbr collection of any sums due heresnder, or suit ff brought on $xm, or starts due 
hereunder am collected through bankruptcy or trbitracoo proceedxngs. then the- previilini party shall be eatxtkd to recover retsoeabie anomey 'i 
fees and costs. 
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*7.ASSIGNM£NT: 
Neither parry may assign this Contract without the prior written consent of the otfca; tad prompt actios of my such rrf*** to tssipi shall be 
•iren to die other party. IA the m a t of such assignment the tannine P«ty siufl remain fable to the otber party at a tianmxx of ifee 
pedbnnaoce by the asipice of the flcrms of this Contract. If &ny assignment a made that matcriafly titers Contractor's financial burden. 
Contractor's cooopensstioQ shall be tdjastad to gf*c effect to any increase or decrease in Contnctor's opcrWrng exists. 
2$JSOrKtS AND PLACE OF PAYMENT. 
Notice is not required for any change from footage basis to dayv*>ric basis, or yke versa, purwart to the terms of this Contract Notices, 
reports, and other conuminicatioas required or permitted by this Connect to be ga'vea or seat by one party to the other shall be ddrvtred by band, 
mailed or telecopied to the address hereinabove shown- AH sums ptyihle hereunder to Cootrsctor sjtai! be payable at its address benritbove 
shovra unless otherwise specified herem. 
29SrZOAt* PROVISIONS: 
»-ACCEMANCX OF COKTHACT: 







_, 2002, *hicb is the Tl»c ret^m^Cootnct is accepted by the oodcrrifned as Coatraranr this .day ©f__ 
efftenre date of &* Contract, subject to rif irailaoiiir/. •"* subject to all of Hs hennt tod pnmsiofa, with the understand*!! that it « i l oof be 
binding upon Operator unol Opcrt^avh^^^ed iu acceptwee, and with farther undexsuodinf thatuaks* said Coctnct b dus executed by 
Operaof ^frfo "/ days dtdw abovedata Coocacter siufl be » ao mawncr begad by Hs sfrfiafare thereto. 
/ •'' ' ' 
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EXHttrr-r* 
Tbc fcflowrot cUaes, whca required by J**, ire Incorpcoted in ihe Cootnct by rtfacnc* is it My jet ogc 
(I) The Equal Opportunity Clause prtKribcdta 41 Cfl* 60-1.4. 
f2) The Affroative Actra Cliuw p t t w ^ ^ 
(3) "OK Affimutfvc Acttoa CUIKB for handicapped worters prescribed m 41 CFR 60-741.4. 
(4) TTve CanficJtion of Compliance With Environmental L*ws prescribed in 40 CFR. 15-20. 
1 
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523 Rig time for running of casmg-protcctfon „ X 
5.24 Rig time for running of casing-production X 
525 Rig time for running of casing-liner X 
5.26 Rig time to circulate and condition hole to log. X 
527 Rig time to tog X 
52% Rig time to condition hole to lay down drill string X 
529 Extra labor to lay down drill string X 
530 Lay down and pickup machine X 
5 J1 Rig time to clean mud tanks X 
532 Cost of all labor and materials to clean rig after use of oil-base mud X 
5.33 Power casing tongs . X 
5.34 Tubing tools X 
535 Power tubing long. , X 
536 DrilKng mouse and rat holes..., X 
5.37 Drilling hole for or driving for conductor pipe , X 
5.3$ Reserve pits. X 
539 Upper Kelly Cock. X 
5.40 Lower Kelly Valve , X 
5.41 Drill Pipe Safety Valve X 
5.42 Inside Blowout Preventer X 
5.43 Charges, cost of bonds for public roads X 
5.44 Portable Toilet X 
5.45 Trash Receptacle X 
5.46 Lmear Motion Shale Shaker. X 
5.47 Shale Shaker Screens X 
5.4S Mud Cleaner. X 
5.49 Mud/Gas Separator X 
5.50 Desander. X 
S.51Dcs\lter X 
5.52 Cost to inspect and/or repair-rental or Contractor's drilling assembly 
upon completion of well X 
OTHER PROVISIONS: 
Signed by the 
Parties as conecr. For Contractor 
For Operator^ 
Witnessed By. —— 
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4.15 Diamond ctxc barrel with head. 
4.16 Cement and cementing service. 
4.17 Electrical wireline logging services. 
4.1 g Directional, caliper, or other special services. 
4.19 Gun or jet perforating services. 
420 Explosives and shooting devices. 
4.21 Formation tesring. hydraulic fracturing, acidizing and other related services. 
4.22 Equipment for drill stem tesring. 
4.23 Mud logging services. 
4.24 SidewaJI coring service, 
4.25 Welding service for welding bottom joints of casing, guide shoe, float shoe, float collar and in 
connection with installing of well head equipment if required. To be done and/or supervised by Contractor. 
4.26 Casing; tubing, liners, screen, float collars, guide and float shoes and associated equipment 
4.27 Casing soatchers and centraiizers. 
4.28 Well head connections and all equipment to be installed in or on well or on the premises /or use in 
connection with testing, completion and operation of welL 
4 2 9 Special or added storage for mud and chemicals. 
5. EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS AND SERVICES TO BB FURNISHED BY DESIGNATED PARTY: 
The machinery, equipment, tools, materials, supplies, instruments, services, and labor listed as the 
following numbered items, including any transportation required for such items unless otherwise specified, 
shall be provided at the well location and at the expense of the party hereto as designated by an X marie in 
the appropriate column. 
To be Provided By and 
At the Expense Of 
Ttem Operator Contractor 
5.1 Cellar and runways..
 #- X 
5.2 Fuel (locked at drilling site) X 
5.3 Fuel Lines (length ) X 
5.4 Water at source including required permits X 
5.5 Water lines including required permits X 
5.6 Water storage tanJ<s-2U00O gal. capacity X 
5.7 Labor to operate water well or warer pump X 
5.S Maintenance of water well, if required. N/A 
5.9 Warer Pump X 
5.10 Fuel for Water Pump X 
5.11 Mats for engines and boilers, or motors and mud pumps X 
5.12 Transportation of Contractor's property: 
Move in X 
Move out X 
5.13 Materials for "boxing hT rig and derrick WA 
5.14 Special strings of drill pipe and drill collars as follows: 
Dual string or reverse rotary string X 
5.15 Kelly joints, subs, elevators, tongs and slips for use with special 
drill pipe X 
5.16 Drill pipe protectors for Kelly joint and each joint of drill pipe running 
inside of Surface Casing as required, for use with normal strings of drill 
pip* •. X 
5.17 Drill pipe protectors for Kelly joint and drill pipe running inside 
of Protection Casing. X 
5.1S Rate of penetration recording device. . X 
5.19 Extra labor for running and cementing casing (Casing Crews) X 
520 Casing tools ^ 
5.21 Rig time for running of casing-cooductor X 
522 Rig time for naming of easmg-surface * 
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EXHIBIT44 A" 
To Drilling Contract dated February 26,2002. 
Operator Golf Services Group 
Contractor RJchins Drilling, Inc. 
Well Name and Number. Tuhaye Ranch Production Well 
SPECIFICATIONS AND SPECIAL PROVISIONS 




















































2. STRAIGHT HOLE SPECIFICATIONS (See Subparagraph 9.4) 
Well Depch Maximum Distance 
Between Surveys, 
From To Feet 
0 600 100* 
600 200' 






Maximum Change of 
Inclination per 100', Degrees (1) 
1 • 
As per the attached certificate of insurance labeled Exhibit * C \ 
4. EQUIPMENT, MATERIALS AND SERVICES TO BE FURNISHED BY OPERATOR: 
The machinery, equipment; tools, materials, supplies, mstruments, services and labor hereinafter 
listed, including any transportation required for such items, shall be provided at the well location at the 
expense of Operator unless otherwise noted by this Contract 
4.1 Furnish and maintain adequate roadway and/or canal to location, right-of-way, including rights-of-way 
for fuel and water lines, river crossings, highway crossings, gates and cattle guards. 
4.2 Stake location, clear and grade location, and provide turnaround, including surfacing when necessary. 
4.3 Test tanks with pipe and fittings. 
4.4 Mud storage tanks with pipe and fittings. 
4.5 Separator with pipe and fittings. 
4.6 Liibor to coimectairf d i scerns 
4.7 Labor to disconnect and clean test tanks and separator. 
4.S Drilling mud, chemicals, lost circulation materials, and other additives. 
4.9 Pipe and connections for oil circulating lines. 
4.10 \Jbor to Jay, bury and recover ofl circulating lines. 
4.11 Drilling bits, reamers, reamer cutters, stabilizers and special tools. 
4.12 Contract fishing tool services and tool rentaL 
4J3 Wire line core bits or heads, core barrels and wire line core catchers if required. 
4.14 Conventional core bits, core carcheis and core barrels. 
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Exhibit UC" to Drilling Contract dated 02/26/2002 
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RELEASE OF ALL COUNTERCLALMS 
Golf Services Group, Inc., Tuhaye LLC, Fidelity Bank, and High Country Tills, and all of 
Their agenu and employees, successors, assigns and related entities ("Releasors") acknowledue 
receipt of Ac sum of Fifteen Thousand Dollars (515,000.00). 
la consideiaD'w of said sum, Releasors hereby release and forever discharge Ricbins 
Drilling, Kerry Riehins, Virginia Riehins, Milbank Insurance Company, any agents and/or 
employees, successors, assigns and relaxed entities ("Releasees"), from any and all counterclaims 
and causes of actions of whatever Jtind or nature which now exist or which may hereafter accrue, 
because of, for, or arising out of the counterclaim filed against Richins Drilling in ihe Fourth 
Judicial District Coun of Wasatch County, Civil No. 020500464. 
Releasors understand and agree that this is a release of all counterclaims against all 
Releasees, BS set forth above, and includes, but la not limited to, claims Ibr property damages of 
any kind or character, loss of business*, attorneys fees relating to counterclaim, and claim* for loss 
of time, wage*, income or profit*. 
Releasors are expressly reserving all defenses they have averted in the pending litigation. 
This Release in no wey limits those defenses, ii only precludes any afiuraaiive rccuvcry by 
Releasors on the claim* asserted by them in their counterclaim against Releasees. 
All parries agree this Release and the resolution of the counterclaim it accomplishes will, 
in no -way, afreet the remaining dispute between the parties. Specifically, the counterclaim and 
the resolution thereof, will not be discussed during the trial of the remaining dispute and ihcre 
shall be no suggestion taken that the position of either parties do or do OUL have less merit 
because of this resolution of the counterclaim. 
ThyfiytLfjoing onmgeratiun uf uiflUns Is. rUubtratrvergnd tha flOunTenjlaima h s q b y ^ t o ^ ^ r j f V ^ . 
wluiLiuuvui, iuauy way luladna to die muik porn>rnod by Rinhinj Diulliiib. wlm.li h the j»uljh,U' 
flf ilia abavo reforwiood'oountarclufo*. 
RELEASORS UNDERSTAND AND AGRHK THAT THE COUNTERCLAIM HEREIN 
DESCRIBED MAY HAVE CAUSED DAMAGES, THE EXISTENCE OF WHICH AND Til£ 
CONSEQUENCE OF WHICH ARE UNKNOWN BUT WHICH MAY BECOME KNOWN IN 
THE FUTURE. NEVERTHELESS, RELEASORS INTEND TO AND DO RELEASE ALL 
COUNTERCLAIMS FOR DAMAGES, WHETHER NOW KNOWN UR UNKNOWN, AND 
WHETHER NOW IN EXISTENCE OR HEREAFTER TO ARISE. 
Releasors understand and agree that payment of said sum is made for the purpose pf 
compromising a disputed claim and shall not be construed as an admissiun ofl lability since any 
liability is denied. 
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Ruleajuvj agnwTO imfamnfly mdhoH thrpftnfcsnslwtf rdhoralnhmwlojafcmw uny-
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tfdiei Mai party HHMauUttf iLu tvmk pctftntuid by lUchlnftDriUinij, whif.b i>. iha onhjm Q£ N 
tliiD JUIT, and tla. ilaUm assululLcuuse uf tlidl wuilc. 
RELEASORS FURTHER STATE THAT THgY I1AVF, CAREFULLY REAP THE 
FOREGOING RELEASE OF ALL COUNTERCLAIMS, THEY KNOW THE CONTENTS 
THEREOF, THEY HAVE CONSULTED WITH THEIR ATTORNIiY(S) CONCERNING THE 
CONTENTS THEREOF, AND THEY SIGN TOK SAME AS THKJR OWN FREE ACT. 
DATED lhis day of 20Q5. 
APPROVED AS TO FORM: 
Name Tille 
On behalf of Golf Services, Inc. 
u 
Name Title 
On behalf ofTuhaye, LLC 
Name Tille 
On behalf of Fidelity Bank 
Name Title 
On behalf of High Country Title 
Joseph E. Teach 
GailE. Laser 
Teach Law Offices 
Attorney for Golf Services 
<HJ«7»Hl|j|\MHUtt$73 *jA 
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